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Get ‘hooked’ on angling
at Free Family Fishing Day
Free Family Fishing Day is
a community-wide opportunity for visitors, particuPEVP]GLMPHVIRXS½WL6SKIVW
Center ponds in Sherburne
without holding an otherwise mandatory New York
7XEXI½WLMRKPMGIRWI
On June 20, join novice and
seasoned anglers for a few
rounds of catch and release
JVSQEQ XSTQ ,SWXIH
F]*VMIRHWSJ6SKIVWXLI
day is ideal for beginners
eager to learn more about
the sport, and for experts
XSQIRXSVJYXYVI½WLMRK
IRXLYWMEWXW
“Back by popular demand
for the second year in a row,

Family Fishing Day is a great
way for the whole family to
enjoy the outdoors together,” said Simon Solomon,
*VMIRHWSJ6SKIVWI\IGYXMZI
HMVIGXSV±7TIGMEPKYIWXWJVSQ
our local Trout Unlimited
Chapter will help visitors get
acquainted with the sport,
while offering insight into
½WLMRKEWELSFF]²
County Line Outdoors of
Earlville is providing bait as
well as several youth poles
XS*VMIRHWSJ6SKIVWMRWYTTSVXSJXLMW]IEV´WTVSKVEQ
“We are inspired by this
generous donation from
County Line Outdoors,”
said Jessica Moquin, Friends

SJ6SKIVWHIZIPSTQIRX
GSSVHMREXSV±'SRXVMFYXMSRW
from local businesses and
individuals keep program
costs affordable … and in
this case, completely free of
charge!”
6SKIVW'IRXIVMWSTIVEXIH
F]*VMIRHWSJ6SKIVW)RZMronmental Education Center,
-RGERSRTVS½XSVKERM^Etion that offers educationEPTVSKVEQWJSVEPPEKIW
7IEWSREPLSYVWEVIJVSQ
EQXSTQ;IHRIWHE]
through Saturday, and from
EQXSTQSR7YRHE]
For more information, call
 SVZMWMX
[[[*VMIRHWSJ6SKIVWSVK T

Get the whole
family “hooked”
on angling at
this great day
of family fun!
Free to everyone,
come and enjoy!

Did you
know?

*MVI¾MIWEVISJXIRWIIR
lighting up the night sky on
[EVQIZIRMRKW8LI]EVI
particularly abundant during
XLIWYQQIVQSRXLW3RI
VIEWSRXLEX½VI¾MIWKPS[
MWXSEXXVEGXQEXIW1EPIW
[MPP¾EWLERHJIQEPIW[MPP
VIWTSRHXSQEXIWXLI]½RH
MRXIVIWXMRK*MVI¾MIWEPWSQE]
KPS[XSEZSMHTVIHEXSVW8LI
PYGMJIVEWIIR^]QIMR½VI¾]
cells causes a chemical reaction that stimulates light, a
phenomenon called biolumiRIWGIRGI*MVI¾MIWEVI½PPIH
with lucibufagins, a poor-tasting chemical that turns off
predators from attacking the
FPMROMRKFYK7SQI½VI¾MIW
cannot light up at all and
use pheromones to attract
QEXIW*MVI¾MIWGERFIJYRXS
catch and release and also
FIRI½GMEPXSLEZIEVSYRH-R
XLIPEVZEPWXEKI½VI¾MIW[MPP
IEXHIWXVYGXMZIMRWIGXW %HYPX
½VI¾MIWQE]JIIHSRRIGXEV
and could help to pollinate
TPERXW(IWTMXIXLIMVREQI
½VI¾MIWEVIR´XVIEPP]¾MIW
They actually are a type of
FIIXPI*MVI¾MIWEVIHMJ½GYPX
to spot during the day
because they’re often resting
SRPIEZIWSVTPERXW-X´WSRP]
at night when their brilliant
light show comes alive T
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6F?R6MSJB8MSP,MRFCP2?W
upgrading is not the answer for
nonworking tech
By S.D. Shapiro
In the fast paced
21st century we’ve
traded common sense
for
the ability to quickly
look up information
on the internet.
We’ve forgotten our
manners and civility.
How do we get back
to our roots?
Can we get back?
Food for thought . . .
I stood at the tech support
counter at my local cell
phone provider as they took
my smart phone into the
back. I watched as my phone,
like an unresponsive patient
was taken away for emergency surgery. The ringer on my
phone had stopped working
and I hoped they could
resuscitate it.
An immeasurable amount
of time later and the tech
support assistant appeared
again. He held my phone gingerly in his hands and I could
instantly tell by the look on
his face, the same look that
television doctors have when
their patient has died, that
Q]TLSRILEHWLYJ¾IHSJJ
its mortal coil and gone to
electronic heaven.
“Naw man, it will cost you
QSVIXS½\MXXLEXMX´W[SVXL
Just upgrade to the new
improved model.”
Upgrade. That was what I
was waiting to hear. Upgrade
really means, in this case,“We
GERRSX½\]SYVTVSFPIQ
WSPIX´WNYWXKIXVMHSJMXF]
replacing it with a newer
version.”

are happy with your current
technology? You trade what
you know and like for the
convenience of a new item.
;LEXLETTIRIHXS½\MRK
things?
In the olden days things
[IVIQEHIXSFI½\IH
Watches had gears that
could be changed. Now if
your watch battery dies you
NYWXKIXERI[[EXGL
years ago cars had serviceEFPITEVXW2S[]SYNYWX
get new “modules” or you
upgrade to a new vehicle.

odds are good, will eventually
have the problem which instigated the need to upgrade
to begin with. It is a never
ending cycle of not actually
FIMRKEFPIXS½\ETVSFPIQ
When it comes down to
upgrading your electronic
problems away you should
XV]XS½\XLITVSFPIQ½VWX
Stop and think,“What would
my mother say?” She would
say,“Upgrade? My land line
[SVOWTIVJIGXP]9RPIWWMX´W
raining.” T

Televisions used to be
repairable. If the TV stopped
working you would send
it out and get it repaired.
Nowadays, if your television
HMIW]SYNYWXYTKVEHIHXSXLI
RI[IWXLMKLHI½RMXMSRWGVIIR
-XMWNYWXIEWMIVXLERVITEMVMRK
EQSHIVR¾EXWGVIIR ;I
LEZIYTKVEHIH½\EFMPMX]SYX
of our products.
Another side effect of
upgrading, in the case of a
smart phone, is the inevitable
I\XIRWMSRSJ]SYVGSRXVEGX
Not only will you usually
TE]JSVXLITVMZMPIKISJ½\MRK
whatever is wrong with your
phone but you will also most
likely shackle yourself to
your cell phone provider for
another 2 years. If only you
GSYPHNYWX½\XLITVSFPIQ#
I was reminded of the old
saying,“A stitch in time saves
nine.” With upgrading you
end up ignoring the stitch in
favor of a new device that,

Now...

U-PULL-IT
PARTS

Cash Paid for Scrap Metal $$
$
U-PULL HOURS:
SCALE HOURS:
Mon.- Fri. 8 to 5
Sat. 8 to 4

Mon.- Fri. 8 to 4
Sat. 8 to 11:30

RUBICON RECYCLING
7895 Tannery Rd., Rome, NY
DMV#7115034

315-337-2233

Boulevard Trailers, Inc.

Upgrades usually work
out. “Sorry sir, we were late
delivering your plain pizza
WS[I´ZIXEOIRXLIPMFIVX]SJ
upgrading you to a supreme.”
Sounds great. But what
happens if you do not like
pepperoni? Or mushrooms
or peppers? The same holds
true for technology like smart
phones. What happens if you

Model 100R

1,195

$
$

315-736-5851

boulevardtrailers.com

2 Oriskany Boulevard, Whitesboro, NY 13492
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Swamp Drivers 2
by Al Dorantes

It is not very often that you are invited to
see someone play guitar on a stainless steel
frying pan. That is exactly what happened
when Terry Johnson called me to catch up
with the Swamp Drivers swamp rock band.
The Swamp Drivers are 4 musicians who
make high energy music with their unique
homemade instruments. The band consists
of: Terry Johnson - on guitar, sax and vocals
and of course his 3 string broom, cigar box
guitar, and the garden hoe just to name a
few homemade instruments. Ted Toscano

- on harp, slide guitar and vocals. Phil Diehl
-on drums. Phil plays a full drum kit.Tom
Guidera on bass and vocals. Tom is a driving,
high energy bass player with amazing vocals.
Terry unpacked his frying pan guitar. Just
like he had explained on the phone; it was
a Revere wear frying pan. It looked just like
the one my mother used to make chicken
fricassee. Terry said,“It really rips.”
The frying pan guitar was not the only new
instrument. Phil Diehl set up a new drum
kit made from Behrens garbage cans. Phil
followed Terry’s lead and built the drum kit
YWMRKSJJXLIWLIPJKEVFEKIGERW±-½REPP]KSX
on board” Phil said. The 4 piece kit is made
out of galvanized garbage cans and the cymbal stands are a broom and mop. Behrens
even featured the kit on their website.

The Swamp Driver’s CD, recorded at John
Hudson Recording Studio, came out January
1st. The initial run sold out. The second
pressing just came in and Terry explained
that they sold a bunch of CD’s in the UK
and Australia. The CD can be purchased at
Swamp Driver gigs and though the Swamp
Driver’s website.

Ted Toscano was playing his shovel guitar
or Shoveltar. The Shoveltar is a 3 string
shovel. What makes this instrument even
more unique that its design is the way Ted
had to attach the pickups; they are actually
above the strings. Ted has racked up views
on YouTube rocking out to the song,“Taking
Me to Hell.”
Not to be left out,Tom Guidera, bass player, was there with a stand up bass that was
made out of a broken cello. He picked the
cello out of the garbage, gutted it out, and
made the stand up bass.
Terry said “We’re taking things that should
be thrown away and making music with it.
Some musicians think that the home made
instruments are a gimmick but playing them
isn’t as easy as it seems.”
Tom Guidera added,“The trick is, we know
how to play the instruments.”

Terry Johnson with his frying pan guitar.

The swamp drivers and their homemade
MRWXVYQIRXWEVIGEXGLMRK½VI 8LI]EVITPE]ing gigs all over the State all summer. A couple of highlights are: Saturday July 11, New
York State Blues Fest in Syracuse, playing the
main stage at Saranac Thursday on August 6,
playing the Herkimer County Fair on August
22. Each instrument has its own story and
it takes the Swamp Drivers longer to tune
up than it does to set up. Check out www.
theswampdrivers.com and catch the band at
a gig near you. T

Julie Dorantes tries
out one of the
Swamp Drivers
homemade instruments.
I think she’s a natural!
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Erie Canal Cruises
by Al Dorantes
Education and recreation
combine with Erie Canal
Cruises. Tour boats Lil’ Diamond II and Lil’ Diamond III
are docked at Gems Along
XLI1SLE[OXLI3J½GMEP
Mohawk Valley Visitor Center. They are directly across
from the New York State
Thruway Exit 30.
The Erie Canal Cruises actually started in 1975 in faraway Los Angeles, California
when Captain Jerry Gertz
KSXLMW½VWXGLEVXIVGETtaining a 53 foot yacht. He
eventually moved to Florida
where he had 5 boats and
65 employees that provided day trips to tourists.
He sold the business and
“retired.” While cruising
“the loop” with his late wife
they docked at the wall in
Herkimer. Gems Along the
Mohawk was just under
construction but Captain
Jerry saw the potential. He
started Erie Canal Cruises
with a 36 passenger boat.
Captain Jerry Gertz said,
“Our strength is in our
narration.” The 90 minute
ride on the canal and in the
historically accurate Lock
18 is fully narrated. Half the
trip is a recorded CD and
the other half is live commentary from Captain Jerry.
The Erie Canal cruises
were a big hit. In 2007
Captain Jerry purchased the
Lil’ Diamond II and in 2012,
Lil’ Diamond III, a 2-deck
entertainment yacht. was
built in Albany. Bus tours in
increased to 150 busses per
year
Erie Canal Cruises offers

Captain, Jerry Gertz and crew on board Lil’ Diamond III.
day trips as well as multi day
trips that include excursions
to area attractions like the
Herkimer Diamond Mines,
Fly Creek Cider Mill, Cooperstown’s Baseball Hall of
Fame, and more.
Friday Night Party Cruises
are another option to enjoy
the historic waterway with
Erie Canal Cruises. Cruise
the canal from 7:00pm9:00pm and enjoy entertainment, dancing, a full cash bar
featuring our signature cocktails, along with munchies
from the snack bar. Captain
Jerry will “Rock the Lock” as
you travel through Lock 18!
After two hours of non-stop
fun and excitement, you
will arrive back in Herkimer
9:00pm.
You can also charter Lil’
Diamond III for your special

event. Whether it is your
daughter’s 16th birthday,
graduation, parent’s 50th
anniversary, or other milestone the professional staff,
with 40 years of experience,
will provide a unique venue
and a complete package of
catering and beverages so

you can enjoy a hassle and
stress free event. Captain
Jerry said,“Promoting Upstate New York is our stock
and trade.” go to: www.eriecanalcruises.com for more
information. T

Captain, Jerry Gertz bringing Lil’ Diamond III through historic Lock #18.

In order to open the country west of the Appalachian Mountains to settlers and to offer a cheap and safe way to carry produce to a
market, the construction of a canal was proposed as early as 1768. However, those early proposals would connect the Hudson River
with Lake Ontario near Oswego. It was not until 1808 that the state legislature funded a survey for a canal that would connect to Lake
Erie. Finally, on July 4, 1817, Governor Dewitt Clinton broke ground for the construction of the canal. In those early days, it was often
sarcastically referred to as “Clinton’s Big Ditch”. When finally completed on October 26, 1825, it was the engineering marvel of its day.
It included 18 aqueducts to carry the canal over ravines and rivers, and 83 locks, with a rise of 568 feet from the Hudson River to Lake
Erie. Cross-section of the original Erie Canal It was 4 feet deep and 40 feet wide, and floated boats carrying 30 tons of freight. A ten
foot wide towpath was built along the bank of the canal for the horses and/or mules which pulled the boats and their driver, often a
young boy (sometimes referred to by later writers as a “hoggee”).
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Ilion Marina and RV Park
by Al Dorantes
Boaters and campers will
½RHXLI-PMSR1EVMREERH6:
Park convenient, affordable,
and beautiful. Don Sterling,
[MXL]IEVWEWHSGOQEWXIV
OIITWXLIKVSYRHWMRXMTXST
WLETI %RIRSVQSYW%QIVMGER¾EKKVIIXWGEQTIVW
boaters, and visitors.
8LI-PMSR1EVMRELEWSZIV
JIIXSJFYPOLIEH[EPPJSV
HE]XMQIERHSZIVRMKLXHSGOMRK[MXL[IXWPMTWERH
XVERWMIRXWPMTW*EGMPMXMIW
MRGPYHIJVIWL[EXIVIPIGXVMG
pump out, and wireless
services. Diesel and gas are
available on site. Docking
fees are: for west wall: for
boats 34 foot and under:
TIVWIEWSRTIV
QSRXLTIV[IIO*SV
boats 35 foot and over:
$700 per season, $300 per
QSRXLTIV[IIO
2MKLXP]HSGOMRKGSWXW
TIVJSSXXMQIWXLIPIRKXLSJ
FSEX(SGOMRKEXXLI-PMSR
1EVMREMRGPYHIWIPIGXVMGMX]
[EXIVGEFPI8:ERH[MVIPIWW
MRXIVRIXLSSOYTWERHEGGIWWXSWLS[IVWERHPEYRHV]
room facilities. Docking
EXXLIZMPPEKI¾SEXMRKHSGO
TIVWIEWSRTIV
QSRXLTIV[IIOERH
TIVRMKLXP]

Boaters stop for gas at the Ilion Marina and RV Park.
GSQQYRMX]YWI 8LIPEVKI
one can be reserved parties,
[IHHMRKWERHKEXLIVMRKWJSV
 8LIVIMWEJVIITYFPMG
FSEXPEYRGLWLS[IVWPEYRHV]JEGMPMX]ERHETPE]KVSYRH
JSVXLIOMHW 8LI-PMSR1EVMRE
EPWSJIEXYVIW:SWW´WEXXLI
1EVMRE =SYGERKIXLSXHSKW
LEQFYVKIVWMGIGVIEQERH
more.

EPWSSJJIVWGEQTMRKJSV6:´W
 8LIVIEVI6:WMXIW[MXL
XLIJSPPS[MRKEJJSVHEFPI
TVMGIWJSVXLIWIEWSR
QS TIVQSRXL
TIV[IIOERHTIV
HE])H7XIVPMRKJVSQ*PSVMHE
LEWGEQTIHEXXLI6:TEVO
JSVXLITEWX]IEVW ,IWEMH
±-PSZIMXLIVI-X´WEJJSVHEFPI
%RH(SROIITWMXGPIER²

8LI-PMSR1EVMREERH6:
Park, like its name indicates,

Dockmaster Don Sterling
WEMH±-PMSRSJJIVWEPSXSJ

-PMSR1EVMREERH6:4EVO
LEWTEZMPMSRWEZEMPEFPIJSV

Boaters tied up at the bulk head.

FERKJSVXLIFYGO² 8LI-PMSR
1EVMREERH6:4EVOMWGSRvenient and affordable for
boaters and campers alike.
*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRKSXS
[[[MPMSRR]GSQVIGVIEXMSR
MRHI\TLT#MH!SVGEPP
Dockmaster Don Sterling at
GIPPSV
 T
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Gems Along the Mohawk
by Al Dorantes

the Mohawk.

Gems Along the Mohawk
is the premier visitor center
of Upstate New York. If
you were wondering what
to do in the Mohawk Valley
then stop in and experience
a different vision of what a
visitor center can be. The
GSR¾YIRGISJXVERWTSVXEtion; the New York State
Truway, Rts 5 and 28 as
well as the canal were a
perfect location for this idea.
Dr. Renee’ Scialdo Shevat
brought 70 retail associates
that educate consumers
about the Mohawk Valley.

everyone.
Gems Along the Mohawk is
home to over 70 retail associates. The retail associates
are the legacy of Central
New York. The retailers in
the store have over 10,000
years of manufacturing
experience. From Saranac
Brewery to Remington
Arms, the Mohawk Valley’s
heritage is represented at
Gems Along the Mohawk.
From coffee to camping to
the Diamond Dawgs baseball team Gems Along the
Mohawk has something for

Two of Gems Along the
Mohawk’s anchor associates
are the Waterfront Grille
and Erie Canal Cruises. At
the Waterfront Grille you
[MPP½RHXLI¾EZSVWSJPSGEP
foods as you dine inside or
waterside at the dock while
enjoying life on the canal.
Speaking of the canal, cruise
rain or shine aboard Erie
Canal Cruises’s weather-protected vessels. The Erie
Canal Cruises’s ticket booth
is located inside Gems along

June 18 through 21 will see
the 3rd Annual Rock The
Canal celebration. Kick off
the summer with a weekend
full of excitement. Thursday,
June 18 is the 2015 Gems
of Distinction Awards where
Northern Safety, Burrows
Paper Corp, Oneida Nation,
Howe Caverns, and Fage
Yogurt will be honored.
Friday, June 19 there are
daily sightseeing cruises
and from7-9pm “Prohibition Ends” themed Friday
night party cruise on the
Lil Diamond III. Saturday,
June 20 there will be a book
signing from Gems Along
the Mohawk’s featured
writers, music by Carleton
Boons and Company in the
amphitheater and at 9:30
TQE[EXIVJVSRX½VI[SVOW
display.

Tis the season to Harbor Hop!!!

Gems Along the Mohawk is
a unique visitor center with
something for everybody.
Whether you are passing by
or a lifelong resident of the
1SLE[O:EPPI]]SY[MPP½RH
something new and interesting at Gems Along the Mohawk. For more information
go to: www.gemsalongthemohawk.comT

Tis the season to Harbor Hop!!!

-RSVHIVXSOIITTEGI[MXLXLIKVS[MRKHIQERHWSJXVEJ½GXLI)VMI'EREP[EWIRPEVKIHFIX[IIRERH
8LI±)RPEVKIH)VMI'EREP²[EWJIIX[MHIERHJIIXHIITERHGSYPHLERHPIFSEXWGEVV]MRKXSRW
The number of locks was reduced to 72. Most of the remaining traces of the Old Erie Canal are from the
Enlarged Erie era.
In 1903, the State again decided to enlarge the canal by the construction of what was termed the “Barge
Canal”, consisting of the Erie Canal and the three chief branches of the State system -- the Champlain, the
3W[IKSERHXLI'E]YKEERH7IRIGE'EREPW8LIVIWYPXMRKGEREP[EWGSQTPIXIHMRERHMWXSJIIX
HIITXSJIIX[MHIERHQMPIWPSRKJVSQ%PFER]XS&YJJEPS0SGOW[IVIFYMPXXSLERHPIFEVKIW
GEVV]MRKYTXSXSRWSJGEVKS[MXLPMJXWSJXSJIIX8LMWMWXLI)VMI'EREP[LMGLXSHE]MWYXMPM^IHQSVI
often by recreational boats than cargo-carrying barges.
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Old Erie Canal State Historic Park, a
36 mile linear park that preserves the
remains of the historic Enlarged Erie Canal
from DeWitt to Rome.

Waterfront Grille
by Al Dorantes

current location and
Rocky and Barb’s 39th
year in business.
The Waterfront Grille
is a family restaurant featuring Italian American
cuisine. They can seat 80
in the restaurant in a casual atmosphere. There
is room for another 60
guests in the “Herkimer
freight building,” a hall
that can be reserved
for groups and events.
There is seating for an
additional 50 people
outside.
Rocky Fiato, chef and owner with his wife Barb, brings you the finest and freshest food available. Serving
lunch and dinner as well as a full, well stocked bar. The Fiato’s welcome you.

In 1977 Rocky Fiato
along with his wife Barb
opened Studio 30, a
disco and live entertainment venue. In 1998
they began serving food
at Studio 30. In 2002
they moved to water-

front and renamed, the
Waterfront Grille. In
the same year they
partnered with Jerry
Gertz to provide dining
options to tour groups.
November 2015 will
mark 14 years at the

The Waterfront Grille
offers full service for
lunch or dinner as well
as a full, well stocked
bar. Choose from lunch
items like pulled pork or
turkey club sandwiches.
At dinner time it is seafood and steak that will
grab your attention. The
Waterfront Grille’s dinner menu features dry
scallops and all USDA
choice and prime meats.
The waterfront grille
can handle catering
or your next group
outing. Call the Waterfront Grille and they
will customize a menu
that will make your
event or group outing
memorable. From hors
d’oeuvres to entrees
the Waterfront Grille
will develop the perfect
menu for your event,
tailored around your
tastes and using the
freshest ingredients of
the season.
The Waterfront Grille
is truly a gem along the
Mohawk. Call on Rocky
and Barb to learn what
Mohawk Valley hospitality is all about. For more
information go to: www.
waterfrontgrille.netT
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Illinois man backs SUV through garage door
a longtime wish checked off his bucket list
WOODSTOCK, Ill. (AP) _
A suburban Chicago man
who says he always wanted
to know what it is like to
smash through a garage
door now knows the feeling.
Ninety-one-year-old Walter
Thomas of Woodstock was
able to slam an SUV through
a garage door with his family’s help.
The garage was slated to
be torn down, so Thomas’
action was of no consequence.The SUV was donated. It was then up to Thomas
to back it through the garage
door and check that activity
off his bucket list.
Thomas described what he
did this way: ``I hit the gas, squealed the tires and bang _ we went through the door.’ ’
Thomas says he doesn’t know what he could do to top that. T

Bostwick Liquors
by Al Dorantes

1MGLEIP&SWX[MGO½VWX
started working at the
liquor store when he was
16 years old. He and his
wife, JoAnne took over the
liquor store in 2001. Hard
work and a well trained
and dependable staff
continue to this day. There
are 5 employees including
Michael all following in
Donald Bostwick’s steps.
Donald P. Bostwick scaled
the shelves at 80 years old
and continued to work
well into his late 80’s.
Michael Bostwick said,
“I am so grateful that my
grandfather started this
FYWMRIWWMX[EWE½VQ
foundation for me to grow
on and none of this would
be possible without our
customers.”
Donald P. Bostwick first opened his store in 1933.

Located at 137 West
Dominick Street in Rome,
NY Bostwick Liquors is
a liquor store with its
VSSXWTPERXIH½VQP]MRXLI
tradition of the past. Since
1933 Bostwick Liquors has
been serving the people of
Rome.
In 1933, shortly after
prohibition ended, Donald
4&SWX[MGO½VWXSTIRIH
his liquor store at 2501/2

West Dominick Street (2
blocks down from their
current location) and then
moved to their former
long time location of 204
South George Street.
Hard work and dedication
to customer service built
the foundation that the
Bostwick family has stood
on for 82 years and going.
8LEXXVEHMXMSR[EW½VQP]
instilled in 3rd generation
owner Michael Bostwick.

Bostwick Liquors recently
moved to their new 137
West Dominick Street
location in November.
2014. November 19th was
the grand opening of the
5000 square foot building.
The new store, well lit and
spacious, has constant traf½G 8LI]EVISTIRHE]W
a week: Monday - Thursday 9am to 9pm, Friday
- Saturday 9am to 10pm,
and Sunday 12pm to 7pm.
Michael Bostwick explained
that they have seen a huge

difference since the move.
Customers are buying better quality liquor and wine,
and business has increased.
Bostwick Liquors has a
full selection of product
for you to choose from.
From gin to vodka or rum
to wine; Bostwick Liquors
has it. Since the move to
the new store they have
seen an increase in the sale
of high end bourbon and
wine (by request) although
inexpensive vodka remains
a best seller. Bostwick
Liquors’ new store features
a wine tasting bar and they
have wine tastings most
Fridays.
With 70-80% regular customers, business is good.
Bostwick Liquors offers
specials through an email
newsletter as well as regular discounts to military
and senior citizens. They
also offer a 15% discount
on wine by the case.
Check out Bostwick
Liquors for all your liquor,
wine, or spirits. For more
information or to sign up
for their email specials go
to http://www.bostwickliUYSVWGSQSV½RHXLIQ
on Facebook. T
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Nothing will stop this reunited
Sidney couple’s dream wedding

Invisible Fence
Keeping your dog safe is our priority

By PATRICIA ANN SPEELMAN
Sidney Daily News
To Michael, the pet always
GSQIW½VWX±-XVYP]PSZI
working with dogs and
keeping them safe and secure at their homes,” he says.
The most popular product sold is the Boundary
Plus containment system,
Michael says. Other services
include avoidance solutions,
pet doors, bark control, and
training, he says.

By Diego Phillips
If you want to keep your
dog safe outside jumping for
joy, then one of the Invisible
Fence Brand solutions systems may be likely for you.
Michael Caiola, general
manager of Invisible Fence
of the Mohawk Valley, says
the business boasts more
than 42 years of experience
in canine containment.The
shop is located at 60 Oriskany Blvd. in Whitesboro.
“Invisible Fence was created out of a genuine concern
and love for dogs,” Michael
says.

“In 1973, Richard Peck, a
well-traveled dog lover, grew
alarmed at the number of
dogs he saw roaming the
streets or injured by cars.
Knowing that dogs need daily exercise to remain healthy,
LIVIWSPZIHXS½RHE[E]
to enable pet owners to
keep their pets safe without
constant monitoring by their
owners, while still maintaining their freedom,” he says.
Michael continues the story
of the brand’s birth: “Peck
worked with the University

The Mohawk Homestead
62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
Providing quality care for over 120 years

Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.

• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private
rooms (currently available)
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive
family atmosphere
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841

of Pennsylvania School of
Veterinary Medicine and
Battelle Laboratories. His
patented invention became
XLI½VWXIZIVIPIGXVSRMGHSK
fence containment system –
the Invisible Fence Brand.

Recommended by
veterinarians,
professional dog
trainers,
behaviorists,
and other pet experts.
According to the company’s Web site, here’s how
the fence system works:
A wire is installed around
the perimeter of the
property, establishing the
pet’s Invisible Boundary. A
transmitter, usually placed in
a basement or garage, sends
a radio signal along the wire.
The radio signal is picked
up by the pet’s Computer Collar, which emits a
warning sound when the
pet approaches the Invisible
Boundary.
Training is critical to ensure
the pet understands and
stays within the established
boundaries, according to the
site.The company trainer
introduces the customized
static correction to the
pet, which reinforces the
boundaries of the property
and tells the pet where it
can and cannot go, the site
concludes.

SIDNEY, Ohio (AP) _ This is a story about a prince and princess who fell in love, were parted for almost three decades,
and found each other again.
And it’s the story of their fairy godmother _ the prince and
princess call her their angel _ who put together a fairy tale
wedding for them in Tawawa Park, May 28.
Brett ``Joe’’ Gariety, 48, is the prince. Goldie Hogg Gariety,
48, is the princess.They were introduced to each other when they were 14 or 15 by Goldie’s cousin, Charles
Mullins.They were all students at Sidney High School. Joe
and Goldie began to date each other.Then with no warning,
Goldie disappeared from Joe’s life.

“Prices vary depending
on yard size and number
of dogs,” Michael says.“Call
315-736-7387 to set up a
free consultation.”

``We were originally from Kentucky,’ ’ Goldie said of her
mother and family. ``My father was abusive, so we had come
up here to stay with my aunt in Sidney. I came home from
school one day and all my stuff was in the car. My mother
said I had to get in the car and we had to leave.We went
back to Kentucky. I didn’t get to tell Joe or anything. He had
a photo of me. I didn’t have one of him.’ ’

To ally customer’s concerns
about humane treatment,
the Web site answers that
frequently asked question:

The teens weren’t letter-writers.They lost each other. Goldie
went to school in Kentucky, dropped out, married and raised
three children, divorced. She was in and out of Sidney from
time to time, but never crossed paths with Joe.

The correction from a
Computer Collar receiver
is similar to the sensation
you feel when you run your
hand across a TV screen
or when you walk across a
carpet and touch a metal
doorknob. The sensation
momentarily surprises you
and gets your attention.
As a result, the site concludes that the Invisible
Fence Brand system is safe
and humane. It is recommended by veterinarians,
professional dog trainers,
behaviorists, and other pet
experts.
In dealing with customers,
Michael’s mantra is this: “I
listen twice as much as I
speak and always put the
dog’s well-being at the forefront,” he says.
To him, living in the Mohawk Valley is optimum for
his work.
“I’ve called the Mohawk
Valley home for over 30
years and one of the biggest
draws, in my opinion, is its
scale,” Michael says.
“The Mohawk Valley is
small enough that getting
around is effortless, yet big
enough to support so many
small businesses just like
ours,” he concludes. T

Joe dropped out of school, too. He didn’t marry.
``I waited,’ ’ he said. ``When she was 15, she was the hottest
thing going. I knew she’d come back someday.’ ’ Someday
turned out to be Oct. 1, 2012. Goldie, who had returned to
Sidney that July, was working at Mama Rosa’s, staying with a
friend.
``We were going to look at a couch. (Joe’s) brother was
walking home. I recognized him. He gave me Joe’s number,’ ’
Goldie said. ``I remember (when we were teenagers), we
were going somewhere and (Joe) was holding my hand so
tight. He looked over and smiled at me. I never forgot that
smile in 30 years.’ ’
She phoned him that day.
``Do you remember someone named Goldie?’’ she asked.
``I knew someone named Goldie,’ ’ he answered. ``(She)
broke my heart.’ ’
``I’m the one who broke your heart,’ ’ she said.
Joe invited her to visit him after work. He worked nights as
the supervisor of a cleaning crew at the Ohio Department
of Transportation. Goldie knocked on his door at 1 a.m.
``Can I hug you?’’ she asked.Their embrace lasted for 15
minutes.
``It was a trip. I couldn’t believe it. Sitting down and talking
was really cool,’ ’ Joe said. Goldie moved into his apartment
three days later.
But this is a story with a bittersweet ending.
In February of this year, Joe was diagnosed with stage 4 lung
cancer. He had suffered from lyposarcoma, cancer in his
stomach, during his 20s. As long as a year ago, he had felt
that ``something wasn’t right.’ ’ Goldie had noticed bumps
in his stomach.Then in February, there was an excruciating
pain in his hip. He went to the hospital emergency room.
After an MRI, a surgeon asked, ``When was the last time
you had cancer?’’

EDITOR

``That’s how we knew he had cancer
(again),’ ’ Goldie said. CT scans of his
chest, head and torso followed.The
cancer had started in his lung and
spread to his hip and his stomach. His
prognosis? Six months to live.
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She turned a pumpkin into a carriage
by booking a limo to take the couple
from the park to their reception at
the Sidney Moose lodge. She bought
them clothes to wear, took Goldie to
pick out a wedding cake, arranged for

Joe signed up for
care by Heartland
Hospice, based in
Dayton now but
planning to open an
SJ½GIMR7MHRI]F]
the end of the year.
And that’s when
Carrie Barga, a
Heartland Hospice
nurse liaison, became
their fairy godmother, their angel.

``And rolled it,’ ’ Joe added.
Barga had never planned a wedding
before _ not even her own.
``My mother and a wedding planner
did it,’ ’ she said.
The prince and princess are at home in
Sidney now. Joe is too ill to travel, and
Goldie had to work the night after the
wedding, so their honeymoon has been
put on hold.
``We were disheartened and hopeless
(after Joe’s diagnosis. Heartland Hospice) made some wishes come true.
They brought some happiness to our
lives’’ Goldie said.
Joe looked across the room from his
bed at his new bride, his long-ago
¾EQI

``So we went and
got our marriage
license,’ ’ she said.

When Barga heard that they planned
to go to the courthouse to be married,
she said, ``Oh no, you won’t.’ ’ And just
like all good fairy godmothers, she
went to work.
``Heartland Hospice has a program
called ``Heart’s Desire,’ ’ she said. ``One
of the things they encourage us to do
is go above and beyond. One of the
XLMRKW[IXV]XSHSMWJYP½PPELIEVX´W
desire.’ ’ Joe’s heart’s desire was to be
married on the 28th of a month.The
number, 28, had been very important
to his father.They decided not to wait
until June 28. Setting the date for May
28 gave Barga less than a week to pull
everything together.
She reserved a spot in Tawawa Park.

``Joe couldn’t dance, so I got up and
put on a show for him,’ ’ Goldie laughed.
The two couldn’t be happier with their
special day and with Barga.
``She rocked it,’ ’ Goldie said.

The couple had discussed marriage two
years ago. Because
Joe had never been
married, he wanted
to wait until they
could afford a little
wedding, rather than
a courthouse ceremony. Now, given his
illness, Goldie was
driven to marry Joe.

But there was still no money for a
wedding. Goldie, who had been out
of work for several months, had just
begun to work at Reliable Castings. Joe
had had to leave his job at American
Trim.Their car had broken down and
groceries were scarce.

At the reception, Mosher played some
of the couple’s favorite songs: Bette
Midler’s ``The Rose’’ and ``Detroit
Rock City’’ by Kiss.

¾S[IVWERHETLSXSKVETLIV,IEVXPERH
Hospice paid for all of it.

``All I ever wanted was survival and a
little bit of happiness,’ ’ he said. T

``You do the right thing for the right
reason.You meet people right where
they are,’ ’ said Eric Ball, hospice administrator.
Sidney First United Methodist Church
donated the use of chairs for the
ceremony. Refresh of Sidney donated
table decorations for the reception.
The Heartland Hospice chaplain, Candy Null, performed the ceremony, in
which Goldie and Joe mixed together
black and white sand to symbolize
their union. A hospice volunteer, Joyce
Mitchell, played music at the park.
Drew Mosher, a hospice manager, was
the disc jockey at the reception.
Keith Bey served as Joe’s best man.
Lindsey Market was Goldie’s maid of
honor. And Mullins, who had introduced the couple 30 years ago, gave
the bride away. In front of their 50
guests, the prince and princess held
hands and made their vows to each
other.

“

. G9  9G GG  :
It is equal and pure, without violent
demonstrations: it is seen with white hairs
and is always young in the heart.
~Honore de Balzac

Primo
Pizza
1

#

at the Kettle

315-381-3231

The Most Unique Upside Down Pizza You Ever Tasted!

Weekday Specials
MONDAY - CLOSED
TUESDAY - 20” X-Large Cheese Pizza
(toppings $2.25 each - Extra Cheese $2.95)

9.95

$

WEDNESDAY - Small Cheese Pizza and 20 Wings 14.95
THURSDAY - 2 Large Cheese Pizzas (must buy 2) $16.00
$

Tax & Toppings Extra

Try our
Gourmet Pizzas!

Pizza and Wing Specials
(Everyday)

Sm. Cheese & 20 - $17.95
Chicken Wing,
Lg. Cheese & 25 - $22.95
Primo Margarita,
Lg. Cheese & 50 - $32.95
Philly Cheese Steak,
Everything Sauce - $1.00
(plus
tax, Celery, Blue Cheese,
Chicken Bacon Ranch,
toppings extra)
Our Unique Upside Down Pizza!
Clinton & local delivery 4:30-9pm
Gluten-Free Pizza!
We deliver to Hamilton College
Tues-Thurs: 11am-9pm, Fri & Sat: 11am-10pm; Sun: 1pm-8pm
7756 State Route 5, Clinton Located inside Spaghetti Kettle www.primopizza1.com

“

“In all the world, there is no heart for me like
yours. In all the world, there is no love for you
like mine.” —Maya Angelou
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Three’s company as the Copper Moose Ale House celebrates its one year anniversary
By: Carly Proulx

If you would’ve taken a
survey around the city of
Little Falls when the Copper
1SSWI%PI,SYWI½VWX
opened for business chances
are you’d have received
some less than encouraging
feedback. Maybe the majority vote wouldn’t have ruled
it futile before it had even
begun, but certainly there
were those with doubts. It’s
true 60% of restaurants will
JEMP[MXLMRXLIMV½VWX]IEVERH
80% will go under by their
5th year.
It’s no easy venture, especially in a small city like Little
Falls with a population under
5,000 where the locals are
steeped in tradition, and
nearly every business is
closed two days out of the

week. Many a hopeful new
owner has planted their
business in Little Falls, and
prayed to the high heavens their vision grows with
some gusto, and will surpass
the threshold of society’s
approval and demand. As it
takes more than just a classic
recipe to get by, just as many
have had their dream dug
up like weeds within the
½VWXQSRXLW-X´WRS[SRder some couldn’t see the
glass half full.Tuesday, June 9
marked the 1 yr. anniversary
for the CMAH, and it sort
of got me thinking;“what’s
to keep the Moose thriving
in this dog eat dog industry
of slinging food, and pouring
beer?”
More than a few reading

this have perhaps already
labeled me a biased source,
but the fact is I just work
there-I don’t own stock
in it.You see I’m a part of
the O.M.C.(original moose
crew), as I was lucky enough
to get the gig a week
before the grand opening
last June. Craft beer was
hot, and getting hotter. As
QER][IVIEX½VWXWOITXMGEP
I knew I’d found myself at
the right place at the right
time. Something special was
happening here, and it was
more than just good beer
and good food on the main
drag.We offer 27 beers
on tap, and are frequently
getting in new brews to
keep the options open for
all lovers and newcomers of
the craft. Filled to the brim
in our 4oz. sample glasses
you can choose to order a
¾MKLXSJHMJJIVIRXFIIVWJSV
$7, creating an opportunity
to broaden your pallet as
well as narrow the playing
½IPHXSYRIEVXL]SYVJEZSVite poison. Of course for
those who don’t have the
taste for hops and barley
there’s a full bar, and always
a refreshing cider or two to
choose from.
The food is fresh, local, innovative, and has developed
a farm to table type reputation.The menu, while inventive still caters to the area
where certain food expectations surround, and certain
food needs and allergies are
becoming more the norm.
The original Moose plan for
the kitchen and its execution
wasn’t so ambitious however. Kevin Robert’s, a.k.a.
K-Rob, one of the original
part owner’s envisioned a
sort of gourmet sports bar,
a place where you could
go to wolf down a variety
of burgers and wings while
]SYVI]IW¾MXXIHFEGOERH

JSVXLFIX[IIRPEVKI¾EX
screens. Having both seen
and tasted the dishes that
have been concocted since
[I½VWXSTIRIHMX´WLEVHXS
imagine the Moose being
anything other than what it
is now. A place where you
can order a special appetizer
of sesame seed encrusted
Ahi tuna steak with a side of
seaweed salad, indulge in a
HIGEHIRXLSQIEHI¾SYVless chocolate cake, but still
have the option to inhale
delicious wings and build
your own burgers.There’s
a casual feel to it, but at the
same times its the kind of
place you can show off your
new dress and party shoes.
The story began when
owner Eric Lewis observed
Francisco Prado, a.k.a. Cisco
working on his neighbor’s
house, and liked what he
saw. Eric was in the midst of
opening the CMAH, and as
he was more than approving
of Cisco’s handy man skills
he’d recruit him to help

build his restaurant. Along
with 5 others, Cisco lifted
what is now the Moose bar
from a barn on Shells Bush
Rd. where it had been taking
up space for many years.The
6 sets of muscles hoisted it
onto a trailer and into the
Moose where thousands
of beers have by now been
guzzled. Cisco’s only restaurant experience prior to
being the now Moose’s sous
chef was bagging groceries
and trimming meat at the
market and deli in his home
town Ventura CA. where
he’d moved to Little Falls
from two years ago. Out
of his element it was either
sink or swim for Cisco, and
having now gotten to know
him the sinking prospect
was never even on his radar.
Since having moved his
family to the area he’d been
biding his time with construction, applying everywhere else in the meantime.
In need of dependable work
he wasn’t about to turn
anyone down, and so when

1GHSREPHW½REPP]GEPPIHLI
answered without hesitation. But now his blood,
sweat, and tears were in the
Moose.What choice did he
have but to learn the tricks
and trades of working in a
OMXGLIR#*EMVP]GSR½HIRXLI
could grill burgers and fry
wings Cisco said goodbye to
Mcd’s.
Here’s the part of the
script that hadn’t yet been
written in, the part where
chef Shawn Steenburg, a.k.a.
Spoons came equipped
at age 30 with 4 years of
training from the culinary
institute La Courdon Blue
in Pittsburg PA, as well as an
externship at Broadmore
in Colorado Springs. Fine
dining was no stranger to
Steenburg, and his repertoire on paper was exactly
the spark needed for the
Moose to ignite their food
game in the kitchen. Spoons
was our Willy Wonka, and
the Copper Moose his
chocolate factory. Here he
was achieving the lifelong
dream of many a culinary
KVEHYEXIEWLI½REPP]LEH
the creative freedom to
construct a repertoire of
specials, and execute all
the skills he’d acquired at
school, and his many years
of restaurant experience
XLEXJSPPS[IH 7XIIRFYVK½VWX
started out holding down
another job on the weekends, and wooing the Moose
patrons and crew alike with
his ditronomy, gastro-pub
fusions, and homeade
desserts, pesto’s, and sauces
during the week. Steenburg
has since been the full time
chef here at the Moose, and
LEWTVSZIHLMWWOMPPWVI½RIH
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creations fun and palate
rewarding, and his eyes
peeled keen for the wants
and needs of the locals, as
well as keeping up with the
times in the modern world
of foodies. Highlighting one
of the Moose’s main attractions, beer, Steenburg has
been using everything from
chocolate stouts to hearty
ale’s in his cooking. Marrying
gourmet styles in a comfort
food zone he’s elevated the
expectation to some really
interesting levels of artistry.
A new dad with his family
right around the corner chef
Steenburg is invested, and
has expressed his gratitude
towards his brother’s in the
kitchen, as well as owner
Eric Lewis for entrusting
him to steer this helm in the
right direction.
Cisco says “You can teach
a lot of things, but not
work ethic.” Work ethic
is something you have to
bring to the table on good
days and bad days. Zachary
Youker, a.k.a the Dukester
has about as much work
ethic as any employer could
ask for times ten. Having
worked at Mcdonalds with
sous chef Cisco, Cisco had
witnessed 23 yr. old Zach
½VWXLERH±,I[EWEP[E]W
on time, never once called
out, and worked harder than
anybody else.” When Cisco
½VWXGEQISRFSEVHXLI
CMAH he hadn’t forgotten
his buddy Zach. He made
it clear to me however, he
hadn’t stuck his neck out because Zach was a friend, but
because he knew he’d show
up to work hard. So when
the day came for the moose
to take on Zach as their
line cook, and there was
no Zach you could imagine
Cisco’s shock and fury. Due
to his car having been stolen
the night before Zach was
without his own wheels and
a ride. He had to think fast.
Not only was his and Cisco’s
rep hanging in the air, but
after years at Mcd’s he was
ready and in dire need of a
new job. Zach did what any
seriously motivated human
would do. He hot wired his
car over night, and showed
up the very next day. All was
forgiven, but not forgotten
as Cisco and Zach relay the
story to me through spurts
of laughter over after hour
beers. Did I mention Zach’s
also a brand new dad?
The rapport between
these 3 food hustlers is
none like I’ve ever seen.
Steenburg says the Dukester
“never lets off the gas,”
and Cisco “is the glue that
holds them all together.”
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Warm and welcoming.
Cisco brings an amazing
energy with him wherever
he goes. His eccentric sense
of humor and lust for life
seems to make work feel
a little less like work, and
more like a retreat.When
the Dukester isn’t looking to
make puns, he’s looking to
learn new ingredients and
techniques. Both Cisco and
the Dukester had identical
confessions alluding to chef
Steenburg’s kitchen persona.
“He’s a great teacher, and
he’s very patient.” Chef
wants consistency, precision,
and a tight ship.“There
are always bad days, but
we carry each other.That’s
what we do,” admits sous
chef Cisco. If one is off, sure
enough the other two know

the right way to reel them
back in the game.“Working
in a kitchen is both mentally
and physically strenuous,
FYXXLIWEGVM½GIPIRHWXS
great rewards,” exclaims
chef.These family men have
more than just a job to do.
They have a passion, and
a work ethic that doesn’t
quit.This ship has sailed a
year now, and it’s safe to
say these 3 are the driving
force behind it’s survival and
success.Where it takes the
crew, as well its customers
will be an exciting journey
for all on board. Happy 1 yr.
anniversary Moosers, and
cheers to a future of endless
possibilities, not to mention
pints! T

The Copper Moose welcomes you to stop in for a great meal and a cold
pint!
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Piggy Pat’s healthy hotdogs
by Al Dorantes
Pat Mccann started Piggy
Pat’s BBQ in Middleville,
NY in 1994 making South
Carolina style BBQ. After
7 years of pumping out
great BBQ, in June of 2001,
they opened a full-service
restaurant in Washington
Mills. The restaurant is
staffed with 30 employees
and led by general manager,
Conor Mccann and manager,
Aaron Bradberry. The 6,000
square foot building seats
200 plus there is room for
another 100 hungry BBQ
fans outdoors.
For the last 20 years
1G'ERRLEW[ERXIHXS½RH
and produce a healthy product. The healthy hotdog was
born. The ingredients on
the label read: Pasture raised
pork, 100% grass fed beef,
water, sea salt, evaporated
cane juice, mustard, celery
powder, onion powder,
spice extracts, paprika
extract. There are no nitrite
or nitrates added. They
are simple, tasty, uncured
hotdogs. McCann said,“You
can read the label can know
what’s in these
hotdogs.”
Everything
involved with
Piggy Pat’s
healthy hotdog
happens within
60 miles of the
Washington
Mills restaurant. The beef
and pork is
raised at Lucki
7 Livestock
Company in
Rodman, New
York then sent
to NY Custom
Processing in
Bridgewater,
New York for
slaughter and
labeling, and
½REPP]WIRXXS
Smith Packing
Company, Inc
in Utica where
it is made into
the healthy
hotdogs and packed for sale.
Pat McCann met Steve
Winkler of Lucki 7 Livestock Company at a Meet
the Farmers Dinner. The
Meet the Farmers Dinner’s
purpose is to advance the
sale of agriculture products.
McCann and Winkler hit it
off. Lucki 7’s pasture raised
pork, 100% grass fed beef,

and their attention to detail
was a perfect ingredient for
McCann’s idea of a healthy
hotdog.
New York Custom Processing, LLC, is a USDA
%TTVSZIHERH'IVXM½IH3Vganic for Slaughter and Processing. They butcher and
process livestock into steaks,
roasts, patties and other

provisions. With over 100
years of experience Smith
Packing provides the freshest beef, pork, and poultry
products. McCann said,“Eric
Smith of Smith Packing is a
technician and artist with
meats. He knows the details
and how to make hotdogs
When the healthy hotdogs are served at Piggy
Pat’s they are using a
special bun; it is a no
sugar, no preservative, un-brominated
2=7¾SYVFYR-XMW
healthy. McCann said,
“I’m proudest of the
label and ingredients.”
Pat McCann said,
“Creating the healthy
hotdog is unbelievably time consuming.
There are so many
different agencies to
deal with. It’s taken
3 years.” Even with
huge amount of time
it has already taken,
Pat McCann has the
future on his mind.
He is developing a
bologna and a gluten
free meatball is on
the drawing board.

Piggy Pat’s manager
Aaron Bradberry
said,“Ever since Pat
went on the news,
the hotdogs have
TVSHYGXW3RGIXLIFIIJERH been selling like hot cakes.”
pork are slaughtered the
Piggy Pat’s healthy hotdogs
meat is vacuum packed and
are currently available at Piglabeled. Each label includes
gy Pat’s BBQ and Chanatry’s
the name of the cut of meat, supermarket. Pat McCann
the weight, the farm name,
hopes to get the healthy
processing facility, and the
hotdogs distributed to
USDA legend.
Wegmans and into schools.
McCann said,“Then kids will
Since 1911 Smith Packing
start eating healthy stuff.”
Company specializes in the
For more information go to:
handling of fresh & frozen
www.piggypats.com T
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Sometimes it takes ketchup in your veins
by: Carly Proulx
If you know anything about
the Sandwich Chef, and the
people who’ve made 604
E. Main St. in Little Falls, NY
a place of great eats then
you might know the saga of
both Bonita, and her husband Nicholas. For those of
you who haven’t yet taken
the opportunity to pop in
and taste for yourself I can’t
stress enough, if and when
it comes along-do! Whether
it was being a General or
District manager, or waiting
on tables this couple’s lives
have been revolving around
food for the past 35 years,
and in their second year as
Little Fall’s business owners
are extremely grateful to
have the support and kindness of the locals.
The business of food can
be a serious one, and in
many cases it ends up being
all work, and no play. Not
many of us are audacious
enough to deny having
once worn a pair of rose
colored sunglasses, and
then looked at the world.
Perhaps we’re all in denial
about one thing or another. At least I thought this
before talking with Bonita,
maker of sandwich’s and
wooer of a hungry stomach.
Without a doubt people
who can eat, and sometimes even cook get fed up
working for someone else.
Before they’ve even realized
what they’ve done they’re
installing dishwashers, food
stations, and ice machines
for the grand opening of
their very own food dive.
They will feed society their
idea of a good meal, and
they might even make some
money doing it. But Bonita
had no delusions going in.

For those of us who work
in the food industry and
the restaurant business
we know it’s not always a
piece of cake, or a delicious
turkey bacon wrap.
Working in the medium
that is food or serving while
dealing with the criticism
of the clientele is not for
the fainthearted. People will
judge you no matter what,
but it’s a bit more apparent
when you willingly serve it
up to the public. And yet it’s
one of the smartest things
anyone could do. Everyone
needs to eat, and most of
us don’t have enough time
to shop for our pathetic
waste of space refrigerator,
let alone use that thing to
cook on, the whatchamacallit..o-ov-ove..oven! Right,
oven. I myself am a stovetop girl, and I don’t mean to
WE]-FY]XLEXFS\IHWXYJ½RK
stuff.The oven is something
else entirely alien. If you’re
asking yourself if I know
how to make a sandwich
my response would be “I’ll
attain no such injury from
this insult, and of course
I know how to slap stuff
in between two pieces of
bread!” And yet a sandwich is always better when
someone else has made it
for you, and I’d bet bologna
and salami I’m not the only
lazy foodie on the planet
who thinks so.This is where
the Sandwich Chef comes
in to supply and bedazzle
us with an array of quality
food.
It’s not only that they
provide a solid menu of
sandwich’s, wraps, soups
and salads, it’s that they
taste good too.The prices
are more than reasonable,
and the portions are nothing to turn your chin up

to. Unless of course you’re
tipping your chin up to the
ceiling gods in praise and
honor for blessing you with
taste bud satisfaction. Bonita
knows what her clientele
wants, likes, and drools over.
She knows the importance
of having a special up on
the special board everyday,
and she is consistent in
keeping it fresh, tasty, and
new. Open 7:30am-5pm
Monday through Saturday,
and Sunday’s 9-2 Bonita
has a work ethic comparable to that of Ludwig van
Beethoven who worked
hard, but was committed
to the struggle that composing held for him.The
½VWX]IEV&SRMXEXSSOSZIV
the Sandwich Chef from
the previous owners she
worked 365 days in a row.
Not one day off in a year!
Taking time off is something these two don’t take
lightly, and speaks volumes
for how seriously the Chef

owners take consistency.
There is a certain amount
of dedication, patience,
vigor, and compassion one
must have to keep up with
themselves and not trip and
fall in this business. Bonita
admits everyday is a struggle, but there’s something
so admirable about those

Open 7:30am-5pm
Monday through
Saturday, and
Sunday’s 9-2
[LSEVI[MPPMRKXS½KLXJSV
their business knowing it’s a
never ending battle.
Originally from Albany
Bonita left the restaurant
business for a while, but
staying away was obviously
no permanent change of
pace. “You need ketchup in

%DUELHFDQURFNÁDWVKRHVDVSDUWRIPRUHGLYHUVHOLQH
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) _ A
new line of Barbie dolls has
the 56-year-old fashionista
VSGOMRK¾EXWLSIWJSVXLI
½VWXXMQI
Toymaker Mattel rolled out
more diverse versions of the
doll from January through
last week, aimed at allowing
Barbie to better represent
the world.There are 23 new
Fashionista Barbies featuring
14 different facial looks, eight
skin tones, 18 eye colors, 22
hair styles and 23 hair colors.

The switch from heels to
¾EXWMWERIJJSVXXSEGGIWsorize street styles Barbie
wears in the new line, Mattel
said. Some new career-oriented Barbies also come
[MXLFSXL¾EXWERHLIIPW
Barbie has been on tip toes
to accommodate high heels
since her introduction in
1959.T

After 5 decades in high heels,
Barbie finally slips on a pair of flats!!

your veins,” Bonita confesses
to me from across the table
in the Chef. Both Bonita
and her husband Nich enjoy
cooking, and they’re one
duo that proves poppycock
to the phrase “too many
cooks spoil the broth.” With
always 4 soups to choose
from this is the place to
come warm up in winter
when nearly every other
place is closed. In summer
you can look forward
to salads piled up with a
variety of lettuce fresh from
Bonita and Nich’s home
garden. Nich, originally from
Bennington VT. is there
everyday from 10:30-3,
but manages a full time job
outside of the Chef. Bonita
however, originally from
Albany is there from sun
up to sun down, and it’s on
the 45 minute drive from
the Chef to her and Nich’s
home in Fonda in which
provides her the opportunity to think up tomorrow’s
special. Keeping up with
the times and the health
conscious the Chef caters
to vegetarians and vegans, as well as those living
gluten-free and low calorie
lifestyles. Customers have
felt comfortable enough to
present Bonita their own
sandwich creations, and
maybe it’s because they
know she’s the kind of person who cares about what
her clientele wants, is not
only willing to take the time
to listen, but will go so far
as to add their creation to
the menu. I’m sure it can’t
be just any old sandwich,
but surely she’s an owner
who possesses the ability to
use strategy, as well as back
up the plan with delicious
food.
Never having thought
in terms of success the
Sandwich Chef found a way
to keep themselves busy
on days when customers
weren’t so swiftly coming
and going during business
LSYVW8LI½VWX]IEVGSRsisted of mostly sandwich
platters, but if given 48 hr.
notice their catering services can dish out lasagna

and eggplant parmagane
platters, a variety of Easter
pies, and TGIF’s baked haddock. Did I mention they’ve
also taken on canning?
Though on sale at shelves in
the Chef, currently they’ve
got a local vendor who
takes the canned goodies
and sells them at various
farmer markets and festivals
within the area. Offering
lighter fare in the summer
such as avocado strawberry
walnuts salads with balsamic, teriyaki glazed salmon
and tuna steak, at least two
hot meals everyday in the
winter, cream pies, fruit pies,
cookies, coffee, juice, and
soda it’s a wonder Bonita
has anytime for one of her
favorite pastimes of reading.
And between the two jobs
-½RHMXEPMXXPIQSVIXLER
MQTVIWWMZI2MGL½RHWE[E]
to maintain a green thumb
in his fully organic garden.
Bonita points out Nich as
the social one, and I speak
from experience when I
say theirs is a place you
can also go for some good
old fashioned chat as well
as chili.Twice a week the
Chef gets on board the
“clean eating” train, and
serves customers food with
no additives or preservatives. Often nobody knows
they’re eating “clean” until
they’ve cleaned plates, and
are mouths full informed
by a twinkle eyed Bonita.
It’s a real sight to behold
anyone not giving up in this
industry, and I commend
anyone who can do it with
a smile, a creative mind, and
an open gate to let intuition,
GSR½HIRGI ERH[MWHSQ
freely pass. If I were going
to live next store to any
a sandwich shop I’d want
it to be this one. Oh wait,
-HS 7SQIXMQIW]SY½RH
yourself one of the lucky
ones. Sometimes you’re
completely unlucky, and
sometimes it has nothing
at all to do with luck. And
then there are those born
with ketchup in their veins
who make the rest of us
by default pretty darn lucky
after all. T
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6WXGHQWÀJKWVEDFNIURPVWURNHVXIIHUHGDWDJH
By PAUL SWIECH
The (Bloomington) Pantagraph
NORMAL, Ill. (AP) _ Mike Trujillo had to relearn everything
at age 18.
“I couldn’t walk, I couldn’t talk, I couldn’t eat, I couldn’t
write,’ ’ Mike said. ``I was bedridden and had a feeding tube.’ ’
Mike suffered a massive hemorrhagic (bleeding) stroke
on May 3, 2008, just three weeks before his high school
graduation.
He was within minutes of death.
Seven years later, his speech and cognitive functions are
back to normal, he walks using a cane and he will graduate
later this month from Illinois State University as a double
major in international business and marketing.
“My thing has been to prove people wrong,’ ’ Mike, 25, said
last week in an interview in ISU’s State Farm Hall of Business.
Two years after his stroke, when Mike said he wanted to
go to college, some people questioned whether he could
do that when he was still in a wheelchair and undergoing
therapy.
“I said I had to go to college and have been able to do that
and even studied abroad in Spain,’ ’ said Mike, who speaks
Spanish.
“It’s incredible,’ ’ said his mother, Linda Trujillo. ``He’s gone
from being bedridden to a wheelchair to a walker to a quad
cane to a cane and he hasn’t once said `Why me?’’’
“Mike is one of the most dedicated and motivated patients
I ever had,’ ’ said Stacey Lane, physical therapist with the
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago. ``To him, not succeeding was not an option. From the day he woke up from his
stroke, he hasn’t stopped working. His recovery is beyond
expectations and he’s beating the odds.’ ’
&YXLI[SR´XFIWEXMW½IHYRXMPLI´WTIVGIRXVIGSZIVIH
from his stroke.
“No one has set that goal for me,’ ’ he said. ``But I’ve told
myself `It can be done.’ ’’
Mike, a native of Bolingbrook, was diagnosed shortly after
FMVXL[MXLE½FVMRSKIRIQMEEFPIIHMRKHMWSVHIVWMQMPEVXS

hemophilia. From time to time, he would go to Edward Hospital in nearby Naperville to get a transfusion of cryoprecipMXEXIEWSYVGISJ½FVMRSKIRZMXEPXSFPSSHGPSXXMRK-RVIGIRX
years, treatment has been an injection every two weeks of
6ME78%4 ½FVMRSKIR [LMGLLIPTWXLIFPSSHXSGPSX
Growing up with a bleeding disorder meant that Mike
couldn’t play contact sports.
“That hurt but I was more physical than I should have been.
I would still goof around on the playground and play tag and
play basketball. I had a passion for basketball. I just wanted to
be normal and I was for the most part.’ ’
But he bruised easily and, in fourth grade while playing
basketball, he suffered a subdural hematoma.That bleed
between his brain and his skull required a craniotomy, a
surgical removal of part of the left side of his skull to expose
the brain to control the hemorrhage and relieve pressure
on the skull.
“He had fun (growing up) but he always had to be more
cautious than anyone else,’ ’ his mother recalled.
“He’s always been a very loving, caring kid,’ ’ Linda observed.
“He’s also sarcastic and funny. He hasn’t let the bleeding
disorder _ or the stroke _ ruin his life.They have made him
stronger.’ ’
On May 3, 2008, his parents _ Jose and Linda _ went to
ISU to pick up their daughter, Desiree, to bring her back
home for Linda’s birthday party.
Mike _ recovering from mononucleosis _ was tired and not
feeling well and decided against making the trip.
When the family returned home in the afternoon, they
couldn’t wake him up. Linda called 911 and paramedics took
Mike to Edward Hospital where some of the medical staff
was familiar with his bleeding disorder.

Mike shows the scar he wears after his life saving surgery.
“It was heart-wrenching,’ ’ Linda said. ``But we felt comfortable there, we trusted the doctor and we prayed to God
that he would take care of our son.We found a priest. He
said the last rites. Mike went into surgery while we prayed
and cried.’ ’

He had a CT (computed tomography) scan, doctors determined that he was having a hemorrhagic (bleeding) stroke
and made plans to take him by helicopter to Lurie Children’s
Hospital in Chicago.

Opening the back of Mike’s head, doctors performed
surgeries that stopped the bleed and relieved the pressure.
Doctors also put Mike in a drug-induced coma to quiet his
brain to keep it from swelling and inserted tubes for him to
breathe and take nutrition.

But a neurosurgeon looked at the scans and told the Trujillos that he didn’t think their son would survive the 25-minute helicopter ride.

Mike was in a coma for two weeks and in the intensive
care unit for nine weeks.

Reader submitted recipe... I hope you enjoy!
When I went to deliver the June 5th reader contest winnings to Robert Peck, he was kind enough to give me a plate of his
homemade Craisin Poppy Seed Biscuit Cookies. I enjoyed them with a nice hot cup of tea the next morning.They were a
very nice addition to my morning tea and I asked him if he would be willing to share his recipe with us. Here it is! Thank you
Bob!

Bob’s Craisin Poppy Seed Biscuit Cookies
^ƵďŵŝƩĞĚďǇ͗ZKZdW<͕ĞĞƌĮĞůĚ͕Ez͘
INGREDIENTS
3 cups
Flour

DIRECTIONS

¾ cups

Craisins

ϭͲ/ŶĂůĂƌŐĞďŽǁůĐŽŵďŝŶĞŇŽƵƌǁŝƚŚĐƌĂŝƐŝŶƐ͕ƐƵŐĂƌ͕ďĂŬŝŶŐƉŽǁĚĞƌ͕ƉŽƉƉǇƐĞĞĚƐΘƐĂůƚ͘

3T

Sugar

ϮͲtŚŝƐŬƚŽĐŽŵďŝŶĞ

2T

Baking Powder

1T

Poppy Seeds

½ tsp

Salt

ϯd

ƵƩĞƌ

1 cup

Milk

ϯͲDŝǆďƵƩĞƌ͕;ĐƵƚƵƉͿŝŶƚŽŇŽƵƌŵŝǆƚƵƌĞ
ϰͲĚĚŵŝůŬ;ƵƐĞĂůŝƩůĞŵŽƌĞŝĨŶĞĞĚĞĚƚŽŵĂŬĞŵŝǆƚƵƌĞŝŶƚŽĂĚŽƵŐŚŝĞĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶĐǇ͘
ϱͲKŶĂŇŽƵƌĞĚƐƵĨĂĐĞ͕ƉĂƚĂϭŝŶĐŚƚŚŝĐŬĐŝƌĐůĞ͘ƵƚŝŶƚŽƌŽƵŶĚďŝƐĐƵŝƚƐĂŶĚƚƌĂŶƐĨĞƌƚŽ
ďĂŬŝŶŐƐŚĞĞƚ͘
ϲͲĂŬĞĂƚϰϬϬĚĞŐƌĞĞŽǀĞŶĨŽƌϭϬͲϭϮŵŝŶƵƚĞƐ͘
ϳͲŽŽůŽŶǁŝƌĞƌĂĐŬ͘ŶũŽǇ͊
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Can a Dentist Resolve Your Headache Symptoms?
Relief for the pain of headaches and migraines
*EQMP]*IEXYVIW *SVQMPPMSRWSJTISTPIXLITEMRSJJVIUYIRX
LIEHEGLIWMWRSWQEPPQEXXIV-RJEGXXLI2EXMSREP-RWXMXYXIWSJ
,IEPXLIWXMQEXIWXLEXEFSYXQMPPMSR%QIVMGERWWYJJIVJVSQ
symptoms which could be described as “headaches.”
8LIWITEMRJYPWMKRWMRGPYHIGLVSRMGLIEHEGLIQMKVEMRIWXMRRMXYW VMRKMRKSJXLIIEVW ZIVXMKSSVXIQTSVSQERHMFYPEV 81.
H]WJYRGXMSR1ER]WYJJIVIVWLEZIWIIRQYPXMTPIWTIGMEPMWXWXS
XV]XSMHIRXMJ]XLIGEYWISJXLIMVW]QTXSQW*I[LS[IZIVLEZI
EWOIHXLIQIHMGEPTVSJIWWMSREP[LSQMKLXFIQSWXPMOIP]XS
help them - their dentist.
For many patients, the only answer has been the use (and
SZIVYWI SJSZIVXLIGSYRXIVTEMRQIHMGEXMSRWWYGLEWMFYTVSJIREWTMVMRSVEGIXEQMRSTLIR3XLIVWLEZIFIIRTVIWGVMFIH
QSVITS[IVJYPTEMRQIHMGEXMSRW,S[IZIV[LMPIXLIWI
pharmaceutical approaches may temporarily ease the pain, they
HSRSXVIWSPZIXLIYRHIVP]MRKGEYWISJXIRYRXVIEXIHHEQEKI
JVSQXVEYQE
Many doctors are now learning that dentomandibular senWSVMQSXSVH]WJYRGXMSR ERMQFEPERGIHSVMQTVSTIVFMXISJXIR
VIWYPXMRKJVSQLIEHRIGOJEGISVNE[XVEYQEEJJIGXMRKRSXSRP]
XLIXIIXLFYXEPWSXLIQYWGPIWXIRHSRWRIVZIWERHPMKEQIRXW
MWSJXIRXLIGEYWISJXLIWIPSRKXIVQTEMRW]QTXSQW8LMWGSRHMXMSRMWSJXIRIZMHIRXMRTEXMIRXW[LSLEZII\TIVMIRGIHWSQI
X]TISJQMRSVSVQENSVLIEHXVEYQE]IEVWSVIZIRHIGEHIW
ago.
7SQIXLMRKEWWMQTPIEWEQMRSVEYXSEGGMHIRXEJEPPSVTPE]MRK
WTSVXWGSYPHFIXLIYRHIVP]MRKGEYWISJXLITEMR9RJSVXYREXIP]
XLIWIGEYWIWSJXIRKSYRHMEKRSWIHF]QER]QIHMGEPWTIGMEPMWXW

Stroke from previous
Doctors never determined
why he had the stroke. One
theory is that his body was
weakened by the mono,
which may have caused a
bleed that was worsened by
his bleeding disorder.
Mike spent the next seven
QSRXLWMR½ZIHMJJIVIRX
hospitals as he began his
recovery and rehabilitation.
,MWPIJXZSGEPGSVHLEHFIIR
paralyzed and he had a vocal
cord implant so he could eat
on his own and speak again.
He also had a deviated
PIJXI]IXLEX[EWWYVKMGEPP]
corrected and sustained
hearing loss that remains in
LMWPIJXIEV
Working with speech,
occupational and physical
therapists, he slowly relearned how to sit up, speak,
eat and write.
±-X[EWHMJ½GYPXXSWE]XLI
least,’ ’ Mike recalled. ``I can
remember them asking me
things and I was like, `Crap,
I can’t communicate what
I have to say.’ I would try
writing but my handwriting
was bad. So I started with
texting.’ ’
The good news was he’s
right-handed and the stroke
EJJIGXIHLMWPIJXWMHI&](IG
17, 2008, he was speaking
and using a wheelchair and
[EWHMWGLEVKIHJVSQ6ILEFMPMXEXMSR-RWXMXYXISJ'LMGEKS
6-' 
&YXLIGSRXMRYIHSYX-

TEXMIRXXLIVET]EX6-'DD-
GSYPHHSQSVRMRKSVEJXIVnoon therapy,’ ’ Mike said. ``I
did both.
³-NYWXVIEPP]TYWLIHQ]WIPJ´ ´
LIWEMHDD&YXQ]JEQMP]LEW
been absolutely amazing
through this whole experiIRGIERH6-'MWEFWSPYXIP]
phenomenal.’ ’
Lane, Mike’s outpatient
TL]WMGEPXLIVETMWXEX6-'
said Mike’s stroke resulted
MREXE\MECPEGOSJQYWGPI
control during walking.The
resulting imbalance meant
XLEX1MOIJIPPEPSX
“I worked with him on
[EPOMRKIJ½GMIRXP]ERHSR
balance. I challenged him to
start running on a treadmill
with some assistance.
±,ILEWWYGLENS]JYPERH
positive attitude, it makes
working with him as a therapist very easy and rewarding,’ ’ she said.
“He motivated the other
patients. When someone
sets goals, works hard and
has a positive attitude, the
possibilities are endless.’ ’
&]1EVGL1MOI[EW
able to eat on his own so his
JIIHMRKXYFI[EWVIQSZIH
He enrolled in ISU while he
was still using a wheelchair,
but now has progressed to
using a cane.
Mike completed outpatient
rehabilitation last summer

but continues to challenge
LMQWIPJ
±-GSQQYRMGEXIJEMVP][IPP´ ´
he said. ``Cognitively, I’m
pretty much where I was
FIJSVI4L]WMGEPP]WSQIXMQIW
I look like I’m drunk when
I’m walking.’ ’
He wants to walk without
his cane and play basketball
again. He wants a job that
EPPS[WJSVMRXIVREXMSREP

travel so he can experience
HMJJIVIRXGYPXYVIW)ZIRXYally, he wants to meet the
[SQERSJLMWHVIEQWWS
they can settle down and
LEZIEJEQMP]
“When people tell me
what I’ve done is amazing, I
say `No it isn’t. It’s who I am.’
I tell people `You can get
over whatever obstacle is
TPEGIHMRJVSRXSJ]SY´ ´´ T

&YXHIRXMWXWGERSJXIRTVSZMHIXLIERW[IVYWMRKETEMRPIWWHMEKRSWXMGTVSGIHYVIXLEXGERUYMGOP]HIXIVQMRIMJXLIMVW]QTXSQW
GSYPHFIHIRXEPJSVGIVIPEXIH
Dentists and orthodontists began using the TruDenta system
SJGEVIQSVIXLER½ZI]IEVWEKSXSWYGGIWWJYPP]XVIEXXLIWI
TEXMIRXW8LIXVIEXQIRXYWIWEGSQFMREXMSRSJTVSZIRWTSVXW
medicine technologies and advanced dentistry to rehabilitate
XLIHEQEKIHQYWGPIWXIRHSRWRIVZIWERHPMKEQIRXWSJXLI
LIEHRIGOJEGIERHNE[8LSYWERHWSJTEXMIRXWLEZIJSYRH
PEWXMRKVIPMIJJVSQGLVSRMGTEMRW]QTXSQW[MXLTVSTIVP]XVEMRIH
ERHIUYMTTIHHIRXEPTVSJIWWMSREPW8LIW]WXIQYWIWRSHVYKWSV
RIIHPIWERHTEXMIRXWSJXIRWIIMQQIHMEXIVIWYPXWIZIREJXIVXLI
½VWXXVIEXQIRX
±1][MJIWYJJIVIHJVSQGLVSRMGLIEHEGLIWJSVQSVIXLER
]IEVW;IZMWMXIHIZIV]WTIGMEPMWX[MXLRSERW[IVW %JXIVLIV
½VWXXVIEXQIRXWLILEWRSXLEHERSXLIVLIEHEGLI²WEMH(V.IJJ
Mastrioianni, an orthodontist in Glen Carbon, Illinois, who now
YWIW8VY(IRXEJSVQER]SJLMWTEXMIRXW4EXMIRXWIPMKMFPIJSVXLI
XVIEXQIRX[MPPX]TMGEPP]I\LMFMXSRISVQSVISJXLIJSPPS[MRK
signs:
* Limited mouth opening
6IWXVMGXIHGIVZMGEPVERKISJQSXMSR XLIEFMPMX]XSXMPXXYVR
ERHXMTXLIMVLIEH
'PMGOMRKSVTSTTMRKSJXLINE[SVGPIRGLMRKERHKVMRHMRK
their teeth at night
The treatment is available nationwide and may be covered by
MRWYVERGI8SPIEVRQSVIERH½RHEHSGXSVRIEV]SYZMWMX[[[
8VY(IRXEGSQJEQMP]SVGEPPXSPIEVRQSVI T
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Bug Off
Tips to help eliminate dangerous pests
(Family Features) A yard
that is lush, green and free
of weeds shows evidence of
healthy lawn maintenance.
However, many homeowners overlook an important
aspect of lawn care that can
affect not only the health of
the yard, but also your family.
2YMWERGITIWXWWYGLEW¾IEW
ticks, ants, spiders and more
can transmit diseases and

cause allergic reactions for
both people and pets.
Your lawn is the perfect
environment in which
threatening weeds, diseases
and pests can lurk, often
with harmful consequences.
In some cases, the primary
damage may come in the
form of these insects eating
away at grass or the leaves

of shrubs. Alternatively, grub
worms or insect larvae may
destroy grasses and plants at
their roots.
Other lawn pests pose
their greatest threat to you
and your family. For example, Lyme disease, which
is transmitted by the deer
tick, is the most commonly
reported tick-borne illness
in the United States.Typical
symptoms include fever,
headache, fatigue and a skin
rash. If left untreated, the infection can spread to joints,
the heart and the nervous
system. Currently, there
are no protective vaccines
for humans for tick-borne
diseases.

Considering how quickly pest populations can
multiply, being proactive
in preventing and treating
their presence is crucial. A
regularly scheduled treatment plan is one of the
best strategies to reduce
your exposure to dangerous pests, and help defend
your home and family from
unwanted lawn visitors.
Look for a system designed
to eliminate active pests and
control successive generations. For example, the
TruShield Lawn Pest Control
Plan available through Tru+VIIRMRGPYHIWE½VWXETTPMGEXMSRXSWMKRM½GERXP]VIHYGI
the population of active

“Using a professional to help control lawn
pests should be part of
a well-rounded, comprehensive defense program,”
said Bob Mangan,TruGreen director of technical
services.“Because ticks and
other nuisance pests can

reduce ticks in your yard:
* Clear tall grasses and
brush around homes and at
the edge of lawns
* Place a barrier of wood
chips or gravel between
lawns and wooded areas
* Mow the lawn frequently
and keep leaves raked
* Stack wood neatly and
in a dry area away from the
house or lawn
* Keep playground equipment, decks and patios away

congregate in backyards, it is
especially important to help
protect yourself and your
family so that you can fully
enjoy your outdoor time.”

from wooded areas and in a
sunny location if possible
* Remove any trash or debris from the yard that may
give ticks a place to hide

In addition to a regular
treatment program, these
tips from the Centers for
Disease Control can help

For more information on
protecting your lawn from
pests, visit www.trugreen.
com. T

lawn pests, and additional
applications every four to six
weeks for lasting control and
ongoing protection.
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Get Inspired by Outdoor Living Ideas
(IWMKRMRKSYXWMHIXLIFS\
Gone are the days of simple
squared-off decks and basic
slab patios. Regardless of the
size of the yard - or budget
- homeowners today are
thinking and building beyond
the basic square space.
Remodelers and architects
report increased interest
from customers in decks with
multiple levels, curves, cantilevers, pergolas and even walls
to create three-dimensional
MRXIVIWXERHHI½RIHMJJIVIRX
functional areas.

(Family Features) Inspired by neighbors, home improvement
shows and social media channels like Pinterest and Houzz, today’s homeowners are entering the deck planning and building
process more informed than ever before. But sorting through
this wealth of information and inspiration can make it hard to
decipher what’s really hot for today’s outdoor spaces - and to
choose what’s right for your home.
7YVZI]MRKXLI[MHIZEVMIX]SJSTXMSRWMWXLI½VWXWXITMR
deciding how you’ll approach designing your outdoor space.
7XEVXF]GSRWMHIVMRKWSQISJXLIXSTMR¾YIRGIWI\TIGXIHXS
dominate the outdoor living landscape this season, according to
XLII\TIVXWEX8VI\'SQTER]XLI[SVPH´WPEVKIWXQERYJEGXYVIV
of wood-alternative decking and railing.

Bringing the indoors out.
8LIPMRIWFIX[IIRMRHSSVW
and out will continue to blur
as homeowners
PSSOXSI\XIRHXLI
style, comfort and
function of their
interior spaces to their outdoor living areas. More and
more indoor activities are migrating outside with the
addition of features such as outdoor kitchens, dining
RSSOWERH½VITPEGIW(IQERHEPWSMWYTJSVJIEXYVIW
like integrated benches with cushions and accent
pillows, storage components and lighting, along with
accessories such as ornamental post caps and railing
with decorative balusters similar to those found inside
the home.
8VSTMGEPWXE]GEXMSR*VSQ2I[)RKPERHXS7SYXLIVR
'EPMJSVRMEXLIPSSOSJXLIXVSTMGW[MPPHSQMREXIEWE

top outdoor design scheme. Materials that evoke the ambiance
SJERI\SXMGMWPERHKIXE[E]EVIEPPXLIVEKIJVSQXMOMXSVGLIW
cabanas and waterfalls to deck boards featuring warm colors
and multi-colored streaking inspired by tropical hardwoods.
High performance, low maintenance.While aesthetics drive
many deck-building decisions, performance is just as important.
Increasingly, homeowners are seeking high-performance, low
maintenance materials that allow them to spend more time
enjoying their outdoor living space than maintaining it.
8LMWQSXMZEXMSRLEWGSRXVMFYXIHXSXLIGSRXMRYIHMRRSZEXMSR
and popularity of composite decking and railing. Unlike wood,
LMKLTIVJSVQERGI[SSHEPXIVREXMZIHIGOMRKWYGLEW8VI\VIWMWXW
fading, staining, scratching and mold. Upkeep is hassle-free with
no sanding, staining or painting required, and food and drink
spills wash off easily with just soap and water.
8SWIII\EQTPIWSJSYXHSSVPMZMRKWIXXMRKWJIEXYVMRKXLMW]IEV´W
XSTPSSOWZMWMXXLI-RWTMVEXMSR+EPPIV]EX[[[XVI\GSQT
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(Family Features) Whether
you’re hosting a backyard
barbecue, graduation party
or making the most of a
summer holiday, the perfect
preparations and attention
to ambiance are key ingredients to a successful outdoor
celebration.
Check out these tips for creating a party-perfect deck.
Set the stage for safety
Nothing spoils a deck party
like a nasty splinter, a snag
on a protruding nail or a
trip over an uneven board.
If your deck needs a “face
lift,” replace old, rotting or
warping wood boards with
wood-alternative decking
that combines superior durability and low-maintenance
with long-lasting appearance.
High-performance composite decking like Trex Transcend, available in a variety
of sought-after tropical col-

EDITOR

ors, can withstand years of
LIEZ]JSSXXVEJ½GERHWIZIVI
weather, as well as outdoor entertaining mishaps
like food and drink spills,
or dropped grilling tools.
And, because it’s backed
by a fade, stain and scratch
warranty, you can be assured
that it will stand up to roving
pets, spilled drinks and the
occasions when furniture is
dragged out of the way to
make room for dancing. Plus,
it only requires an occasional
soap and water cleaning
to wipe away any signs of
barbecue accidents or wine
spills.
Create coverage
For maximum comfort,
create a place where guests
can get a reprieve from the
sun’s heat and rays while still
enjoying the great outdoors.
A pergola can act as an
extension of your house,
creating the effect of an

outdoor room.The overhead framing contributes to
the architectural details of
your space while providing
shade and protection from
the sun. Consider adding
a waterproof, retractable
canopy into the structure
so your party can carry on
- rain or shine. Grow vines
around it to create added
privacy and an extension of
your landscape. Or string
lights across your pergola to
create charming night-time
ambiance.
Get more from your decor
When selecting furniture
for your outdoor living
space, think durability and
versatility. Pieces made from
composite materials will
withstand use and environmental elements while maintaining their good looks. For
QE\MQYQ¾I\MFMPMX]GLSSWI
neutral colored pieces that
can be accessorized season-

EPP]SVIZIRXS½XEWTIGM½G
occasion.To keep your outdoor space looking festive
and fresh each year, pick up
brightly colored pillows or
throws to make the whole
space pop. Add extra punch
ERHTIVWSREPMX][MXL¾S[IVW
¾EKWI]IGEXGLMRKXEFPI[EVI
and seasonal plants.

guests’ mobility with a buffet
of easily edible appetizers
ERH½RKIVJSSHWWSJVMIRHW
and family can move around
and mingle. Kabobs offer
a mobile-friendly “graband-go” appetizer that you
can customize to suit your
guests’ tastes.

Design for fun and function
When prepping for a party,
designate separate areas for
relaxing, grilling, beverage
service and socializing. Be
sure to include a conversation center by facing sofas
and seating together around
E½VITPEGIPEVKIGSJJIIXEFPI
or other central point to
OIITGSRZIVWEXMSR¾S[MRK
Accompany large chairs with
upholstered ottomans to
create an inviting atmosphere and increase available
seating.

Offer guests a variety of
beverages in a way that
allows them to serve themselves. Seek out alternatives
to those bulky portable bars
or tubs. The Trex Outdoor
Storage collection, for instance, features an integrated ice cooler with two-inchthick insulated walls to hold
ice and keep drinks cold for
days. Additionally, the new
storage line offers other
convenient options including trash storage cabinets,
hampers, base cabinets and
bench drawers.

Food and drink stations arguably the most crucial
element of a party - should
be prominent and accessible to guests. But, because
people always follow the
food, you also may want
to set up food or serving
carts at the edge of your
social space. Maximize your

Light the night
Keep the party moving long
after the sun goes down
with ambient candles, light
strings in trees or hanging
lanterns for the perfect
mood and subtle lighting.
For a more permanent soluXMSRIRIVK]IJ½GMIRX8VI\
Outdoor Lighting provides

sophisticated, understated
silhouettes that add both
beauty and safety to your
outdoor space.The collection includes a wide array
of lighting options that can
be easily installed into your
deck, railing or landscape.
For more outdoor living
entertaining inspiration, visit
www.Trex.com. T

Inspired
outdoor
living
Are you in need of
some entertaining
inspiration? Here is
some insight on creating the perfect space:
* Blend your furniture,
decking and larger
pieces with the natural
elements of your
home. For a home
near water, Trex Transcend in Island Mist is
perfect with its look of
driftwood - the color
has elements of the
ocean tide and is very
natural-looking.
* Keep your entertaining space as open and
functional as possible
for guests to feel comfortable and relaxed.
Outdoor lighting is
incredibly helpful and
beautiful - whether
coming in from the
boat or the street you’ll have a safely lit
path and home.
* Spend time on sites
such as Pinterest and
Houzz to gain inspiration for maximizing
the function and style
of your outdoor living
area.You’ll see a lot of
great spaces and are
sure to pick up some
wonderful ideas. T
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Announcements

For Rent

CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800836-2888

Real Estate For Sale

Real Estate For Sale

EDITOR
Just Good Reading
To Place An Ad Call:
1-800-836-2888
To Subscribe Call:
888-596-5329

Lawn & Garden

Announcements

# # # # #
ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111

VALLEY LAWN SERVICE.
Mowing, shrub trimming,
mulch and clean-ups. Fully
insured, free estimates. 315894-4331.

Legal Services

CLIP & SEND

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $100 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302
Dozers
450 JOHN DEERE DOZER
all angle blade, $7,500. 315826-3473.

For Rent
ILION: 2nd floor efficiency for
one. Stove, refrigerator, parking. No pets. No smoking.
Security, references. Tenant
pays utilities. 315-866-1817

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
COPY:

WANTED

ED I TOR

MAIL
OR CALL

Today s Date________

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

GORGEOUS
HARVEST
HOME w/ 42x68 Morton
Building, 80 acres in Central
NY. Great Horse/ Hobby
Farm. 315-371-5166

BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

Real Estate For Sale

____ # of Weeks to Run

Recreational Vehicles
& Motor Homes
1995 SAFARI & TITAL RV.
Green & gray, 36’ long, 17,500
lbs., 13,000 miles, 6 cyl. Asking $20,000. Towing pkg kit
estimated at $2,000. Good
condition inside & out. For
appt. call 518-495-7489

Recreational Vehicles
& Motor Homes

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date: ______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

2000 AERO Dutchman popup camper, new battery, lift
and electric, great camper,
$2,990, 315-839-5491.

Services Offered
DAN’S DRIVEWAY SEALING.
Residential and Commercial
line striping, symbols. Plus all
lawncare needs. Mowing,
landscaping, planting, hedge
trimming, mulching. Fully
insured. 315-225-1683

Tires &
Tire Repair Service
FOR SALE: 4 265.70 R16
mud + snow tires. Like new,
paid $600 sell for $400. Call
315-363-2144, Leave message.
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Dote on Dad with a Backyard Brunch
(Family Features) Brunch isn’t just for mom.This Father’s Day, make eggs, toast and bacon on the grill for a
breakfast that’s sure to spoil the man of the house.
Not sure how to make eggs on the grill? It’s easy! Crack an egg into a cut-out hole in toast set on a cedar
TPEROXLIRWTVMROPI[MXLEPMXXPIGLIHHEVERHER%TTPI[SSHVYFJSVWQSO]KVMPPIH¾EZSV
±8SGSQTPIXIXLIQIEPSRHEH´WJEZSVMXISYXHSSVXSSPGSSOXLIFEGSRMREWLEPPS[HMWTSWEFPIJSMPTERRI\XXS
XLIIKKW²WEMH'LIJ/IZER:IXXIVSJXLI1G'SVQMGO/MXGLIRW±3RGIXLIFEGSRMWEPQSWXHSRI-PSZIXSFVYWL
MX[MXLELSRI]GMRREQSRQM\XYVIXLIRKVMPPMXHMVIGXP]SRXLIKVEXIWJSVEJI[QMRYXIWXSEHHEGERHMIHGVMWT²
*SVQSVIKVMPPMRKVIGMTIWERHXMTWZMWMX[[[KVMPPQEXIWGSQERHGLIGOSYX1G'SVQMGO+VMPP1EXIWSR*EGIbook.

Cedar Plank Grilled Egg in Toast
1EOIWWIVZMRKW
4VIT8MQIQMRYXIW
'SSO8MQIQMRYXIW



GIHEVTPEROW EFSYX\MRGLIWIEGL



WPMGIWFVIEHWYGLEWFVMSGLISVGLEPPEL MRGLXLMGOWPMGIW 



IKKWHMZMHIH



XEFPIWTSSRWQMPO



XEFPIWTSSRWTPYWXIEWTSSR1G'SVQMGO+VMPP1EXIW%TTPI[SSH6YF HMZMHIH



GYTKVEXIHWQSOIH'LIHHEVGLIIWI

7SEOGIHEVTPEROWMR[EXIVJSVEXPIEWXLSYVWSVSZIVRMKLX
Drain and pat dry.
6IQSZIGIRXIVWSJIEGLWPMGISJFVIEH[MXLMRGLVSYRH
GSSOMIGYXXIV&IEXIKKW[MXLQMPOERHXEFPIWTSSRWSJ
the Applewood Rub in medium bowl until well blended.
Lightly oil 1 side of each of planks. Place planks, oil side up,
SRTVILIEXIHKVMPPSZIVQIHMYQLIEX(MTFVIEHMRIKK
QM\XYVI4PEGISRTPEROW&VIEOERIKKMRXSIEGLSJLSPIW
7TVMROPIIKKW[MXLVIQEMRMRKXIEWTSSR%TTPI[SSH6YF
'SZIVKVMPP
+VMPPQMRYXIW7TVMROPIIKKW[MXLGLIIWIERHEHHMXMSREP
%TTPI[SSH6YFMJHIWMVIH+VMPPGSZIVIHQMRYXIWPSRKIV

Candied Grilled Bacon
1EOIWWIVZMRKW
4VIT8MQI
'SSO8MQI



WPMGIWXLMGOGYXETTPI[SSHFEGSR



XEFPIWTSSRWLSRI]



XIEWTSSRW1G'SVQMGO+VSYRH'MRREQSR

Arrange bacon slices in single layer on bacon grilling rack or
WLEPPS[HMWTSWEFPIJSMPTER+VMPPSZIVQIHMYQLMKLLIEX
XSQMRYXIWSVYRXMPFEGSRIHKIWFIKMRXSGYVP6IQSZI
pan from grill. Drain drippings.
1MGVS[EZILSRI]ERHGMRREQSRMRWQEPPQMGVS[EZEFPIFS[P
SRLMKLWIGSRHWWXMVVMRKEJXIVWIGSRHW&VYWLFEGSR
[MXLLSRI]QM\XYVI4PEGIFEGSRHMVIGXP]SRKVMPPSZIVPS[
LIEX+VMPPXSQMRYXIWTIVWMHISVYRXMPGVMWT

I mean, I look at my dad. He was twenty when he
started having a family, and he was always the coolest
dad. He did everything for his kids, and he never made
us feel like he was pressured. I know that it must be a
great feeling to be a guy like that.
~Adam Sandler
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Some interesting things you may or may
not already know about the 4th of July.
• Initially adopted by Congress on July 2, 1776, the revised
version of the Declaration of Independence was not adopted until two days later.
• The oldest, continuous Independence Day celebration in
the United States is the 4th of July Parade in Bristol, Rhode
Island; it began in 1785.
• The Declaration of Independence was penned by Thomas
Jefferson and signed by 56 men representing 13 colonies.
• One of the United States’ patriotic songs,“Yankee Doodle”
[EWSVMKMREPP]WYRKF]&VMXMWLQMPMXEV]SJ½GIVWTVMSVXSXLI
Revolution as a means to mock the disorganized American
colonists who fought alongside them during the French and
Indian Wars.
• France, Greece, Poland, Russia and several countries in
South America used the Declaration of Independence as a
beacon in their own struggles for freedom.
• The “Star Spangled Banner” was written by Francis Scott
/I]HYVMRKXLI;EVSJERHRSXHIGVIIHXLISJ½GMEP
national anthem of the United States until 1931.
Photo courtesy of Getty Images

C

elebrate warm weather, abundant outdoor activities and all the fun of July Fourth with
a flavorful and festive gathering. Independence Day only comes once a year, so make
it count and invite your favorite guests over for a memorable event. You’ll go out with
a bang when you serve up these palate-pleasing dishes at your patriotic party.

Patriotic and Perfectly Sweet
This July Fourth, serve watermelon. This yummy fruit boasts sweetness and nutrition at a great
value. Loaded with vitamins A, B6 and C, as well as antioxidants and heart-healthy amino acids,
it’s a welcome addition to your summer spread. For more recipes, visit www.watermelon.org.

Red, White and Blue
Watermelon Cake
Servings: 6–8
1 seedless watermelon
1 cup low or no fat
natural vanilla
flavored yogurt
1 cup sliced almonds
1 cup blueberries
1 cup sliced strawberries

Place watermelon on side on cutting board.
Cut 3–5 inches off each end to create large center slice
between 3–5 inches in depth. Trim off outer rind.
Cut watermelon slice into 6–8 pie-shaped wedges. Blot
edges with paper towels to absorb excess moisture.
Dip the back (curved) side of each slice in yogurt and then
almonds, re-assembling pieces on serving platter as each piece
is completed.
When finished, it will look like piecrust of almonds around
watermelon slices. Frost top of reassembled watermelon with
remaining yogurt and decorate top with berries. Serve cold.

• 3 U.S. Presidents, John Adams,Thomas Jefferson and James
Monroe, died on July 4th; Adams and Jefferson died within
hours of each other in 1826 while Monroe died in 1831.
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Open the Door to Perfect
Food Storage
Maytag brand continues to deliver unmatched durable
and functional features with the introduction of its FourDoor French Door Refrigerator with Maytag Steel
Shelves. Priced at $3,399, the refrigerator’s signature
Maytag Steel Shelves are cold to the touch, while the
PowerCold feature will quickly chill down to the optimal
temperature with the touch of a button, diminishing
concerns if the family has been grazing with the door
wide open. For more information, visit www.maytag.com.

Photo courtesy of Getty Images

Achieve Patio Perfection
Make this your season for memorable outdoor parties
with patio seating to accommodate all the good times.
Enjoy a vintage look? Go with classic Adirondack
styles, which come in a variety of colors. If contemporary styles suit you, many cube designs are now
made in outdoor friendly wicker. Allow the comforts
of lounging and casual dining with a sectional set,
with versatile seating options. For more information
on selecting the right furniture to complete your patio,
visit http://nationalfurnitureassociation.com.

Sales • Service • Home Delivery
Mention this ad and receive
$200 off any above ground pool

Break Out the Billiards
Kick back, relax and call up your buddies for a fun night
in. A pool table is a great excuse for frequent entertaining with family and friends. Whether you place it in a
den or a man cave, it’s a welcome addition to any home.
From classic wood finishes to modern designs, you can
find the table that suits your style. For more information,
visit your local sporting goods retailer.

4780 Commercial Drive
New Hartford, NY 13413

315-507-4630 • www.tuckerbackyard.com
Photo courtesy of Getty Images

Be Garden Smart this Summer
Conserve water and reduce your monthly bill with
GreenIQ’s Smart Garden Hub, available online at The
Home Depot. By controlling irrigation scheduling bas
on current and forecasted weather, it saves up to 50 pe
cent of outdoor water consumption. Priced at $249, it’
easy to install and control via Wi-Fi using the GreenIQ
app. It also connects to smart devices, sensors and ser
ices, such as Flower Power and Koubachi soil moistur
sensors, Netatmo weather station and IFTTT. For mor
information, visit www.greeniq.co.
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Measure for Measure
newborn daughter, Colleen knew that
love and dreams were not enough, and
she longed for this child to have a good
life with two caring capable parents.
One tear followed another to slide
off her chin and dampen her hospital
gown. She tenderly held her perfect
baby girl and kissed her goodbye.
Groping in her purse on the bedside
table, she pulled out a small gold religious medal and carefully pinned it on
the infant’s white knit shirt. Raw emotion showed on her face as she looked
up at the social worker and begged,
“Can you ask the new parents to keep
this for her? It’s a Miraculous Medal of
Mary that has been mine since I was a
little girl. I want my daughter to have it.
Please tell them that. Please?”
The social worker took the baby from
Colleen’s reluctant arms. “I’ll make sure
they get the message,” she said as she
left the room, closing the heavy door
behind her.
That was the last Colleen saw of her
½VWXFSVRGLMPH-XVIQEMRIHEKYEVHIH
secret through the years, shared only
with her parents and the understanding man she later wed. Even though her
marriage to Craig eventually produced
two cherished children, their daughter
Jessica and their son, Jerry, Colleen
EP[E]WOITXLIV½VWXFEF]MRLIVLIEVX
and in her prayers.
***

By: Joan O. Scharf
It certainly was a day for celebrating! Colleen and Craig were about
to become initiated into the ranks of
grandparents, and they were beside
themselves with nervous anticipation. Their daughter Jessica, with her
husband Mark, had left for the local
hospital twenty minutes ago. They
were scheduled to sign the necessary
papers and pick up the three-day old
baby boy they were adopting. Both
sets of prospective grandparents were
invited to Jessica and Mark’s house to
welcome the new baby home.

the room’s peaceful warmth, Colleen’s
eyes misted over as she vividly recalled
a day nearly twenty eight years ago
[LIRWLIXSSLEH½PPIHSYXEHSTXMSR
papers.
***
The gray haired social worker entered
the hospital room with the forms in
her hand. “Are you ready to sign?”
Fumbling for the offered pen with
XVIQFPMRK½RKIVWWLI[VSXISYXLIV
name,‘Miss Colleen Jackson,’ on the
documents not to bring a baby home,
but to relinquish her newborn daughter.

Craig, along with Mark’s parents, gathered to chat around the kitchen table
as they waited, but Colleen couldn’t sit
still. With mixed emotions, she paced
from window to window. Overcome
by a desire to be alone, she slipped
away from the others and quietly went
upstairs.

The baby had been conceived in her
third year of college after a regrettable
and reckless night of drinking games.
Partying seemed the thing to do at the
time, and she had ended up in a dorm
room with a young man she barely
knew. By mutual consent, they avoided
each other ever since that night.

In the baby’s nursery, freshly painted
pale blue, she rested her hands on the
crib rail. A shaggy yellow teddy bear
wearing a lopsided grin slouched in the
corner of the crib, waiting to be introduced to his new little owner. The faint
odor of baby powder still hung in the
air from Mark’s early morning practice
on diaper changes. There, quiescent in

Colleen realized she couldn’t give this
child a proper upbringing.There was
an education to complete, a daunting
stack of bills ahead of her, and no foreseeable prospect of marriage in the
near future. After days of anguished
soul searching, her heart had led her to
choose life for her unborn baby.
As much as she wished to keep her

%GVYQTPIHXMWWYI½WLIHJVSQLIV
pocket served to wipe her eyes. The
past was best left in the past, she
thought. Jessica and Mark would be
coming home shortly with their new
son, and her watch indicated her reminiscing had taken more time than she
intended. With another fond glance
around the baby’s cheerful room, she
hurried for the stairs. Halfway down,
she paused with sudden insight. A lovMRKKMJX©LIV½VWXFSVRHEYKLXIV[EW
given to a childless couple years ago,
and now, measure for measure, the
wonderful gift of a baby boy was being
given to them.
6YRRMRKLIV½RKIVWXLVSYKLLIVLEMV
Colleen straightened her shoulders
before walking into the kitchen to join
her husband, along with Mark’s parents,
in their second cup of coffee. Minutes
later the garage door rumbled up and
the four of them, coffee quickly forgotten, crowded around the entryway
eager to see their new grandson.
Jessica walked in gingerly carrying the
baby snuggled in a soft white blanket as
Mark hovered protectively beside her.
Both wore the proud-happy smiles of
new parenthood. Jessica murmured
softly,“Welcome home, little Benjamin.
Meet your new family.”
He looks like a sleeping cherub, Colleen thought. So beautiful. So innocent. A powerful surge of love passed
through her, and she held out her arms.
“May I hold him?”
Jessica said, with a little laugh,“Of
course, but don’t take too long, Mom.

Another grandma and two grandpas are waiting their turns.”
Colleen carried the baby into the living room and settled
comfortably into the plaid cushioned rocker. She was unwrapping his blanket when she saw it. The glint of gold.
“Jessica, look here. What’s this?”
Peering over her mother’s shoulder, Jessica said,“Oh, the
social worker told me the baby’s birth mother made a
special request that he be allowed to keep it. It’s a Miraculous Medal of Mary. Apparently it must have had a special
meaning for her because it looks quite worn. I thought it
was such a sweet thing for her to do.”
Colleen looked at the medal for a long time …then gently
kissed her grandson on his forehead. T

CHANGE SOON
CLOSEOUT INVENTORY

PRICES DROPPED • SOME BELOW COST • ALL MUST GO
1 Recliner Loveseat
4 Sofa Loveseat Combos
1 Loveseat
2 Sofa Chair Combos
1 Sectional
1 Sectional w/Recliners
1 Glider Rocker
6 Recliners
1 TV Game Recliner

ONLY A FEW
SERTA’S NEW
MATTRESSES
6 KING
& 4 QUEEN

KING’S

Burrows Rd., West Winfield, NY • (315) 822-5221
Store Hrs: Mon • Wed • Thurs • Fri • Sat 9-5; Closed Sun & Tues
We Accept Cash • Credit Cards • Good Checks
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Stardust

By: Joan O. Scharf
Cassie rubbed a dust cloth over the
polished cherry-wood bedroom dresser as
she hummed along with the golden oldies
playing on the FM station. Nat King Cole
was crooning Unforgettable from the radio
in the living room. The song faded, and the
strains of Stardust began to sift through the
room.
Oh no! she thought. Every time I hear
that song, there’s bad luck for me around
the corner.
She remembered the incident that happened back in 10th grade at a basketball
game. During halftime entertainment the
high-school band was in the middle of playing a Stardust rendition when she tripped
over a loose sneaker lace, fractured her
ankle, and had to drop out of cheerleading
for the rest of the season.
Then there was the time her cat got
squashed. She distinctly recalled Stardust
blaring on the stereo as Mrs. Fitch banged
on the front screen door yelling,“Cassie,
come quick! Puffy just got run over by a
dump truck!”
And how could she forget what her husFERHHMH½ZI]IEVWEKS3RIFEPQ]IZIRMRK
on the way home from a friend’s birthday
party, with the car radio softly breathing out
Stardust, Melvin proceeded to tell her about
the talents of the attractive receptionist
[SVOMRKEXLMWSJ½GI %RHXLIREWOIHJSVE
divorce.
Now, with the dust cloth still clutched in
her hand she headed toward the living room
to turn off the radio when she was startled
by the ring of the telephone on her night
stand.
I knew it! Here comes the bad news.
Anticipating the worst, her hand hovered
indecisively over the phone, but curiosity
overcame her reluctance and she cautiously
picked it up after the fourth ring.
“Hello?”
“Is the Cassandra McKay?” It was a deep
male voice.
A quiver crept into her stomach and she
felt her throat constrict. The state police?
The hospital? An angry neighbor? She

forced herself to speak. “Yes, I’m Cassandra
McKay.”
“This is Better Brands Electronics calling
to tell you that your name was drawn from
our contest box today. You are the winner
SJSYVKVERHTVM^IE²¾EXWGVIIR,(
television!”
Stunned, it took Cassie a moment to
escape the fog that enveloped her brain.
Filtering through her consciousness was a
ZEKYIVIGSPPIGXMSRSJ½PPMRKSYXERIRXV]WPMT
and shoving it into a large plastic bin during
XLIVYWLSJXLIWXSVI´WSJ½GMEP+VERH3TIRing last month.
“Hello? Are you still there?”
“Yes, yes. I’m here,” she managed to utter.
“What do I have to do?”
“You don’t have to do a thing except sign
a release form so we can post your name as
our winner. We will deliver and set up your
new TV at your convenience.”
Finally absorbing the reality of her win, she
said in a friendlier tone,“Thank you. Thank
you so much. I’ll be there tomorrow to sign
and make the delivery arrangements.”
As Cassie replaced the receiver, she heard
the diminishing strains of Stardust. Stardust
ERH+33(JSVXYRIEXXLIWEQIXMQI#
Could it be, she wondered, her luck was
turning around? She wouldn’t be convinced
until she was settled in her favorite chair,
her feet propped on a foot stool, the new
television hanging on the wall in front of her,
ERHXLIVIQSXI½VQP]MRLIVLERH
,IV½VWXMQTYPWI[EWXSHMEPYT.EGOERH
tell him the exciting news, but she then
decided to surprise him. She couldn’t wait
to see the expression on his face tonight.
1IIXMRK.EGOPEWX]IEV[EWERSXLIVWXVSOISJ
good luck. Cassie wasn’t interested in dating
for months after divorcing Melvin, but when
WLIQIX.EGOLIVJIIPMRKWGLERKIH,ILETpened to be the electrician who answered
the service call to repair her kitchen light
½\XYVIERHXLI]LEHFIIRKSSHJVMIRHWIZIV
since.
A smile curled her lips. Her eyes crinkled
as she pictured his enthusiasm over her free
HD television. He was taking her out to
HMRRIVXLMWIZIRMRK-XLEHFIIR.EGO´WMHIE
to make reservations at a new French bistro
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/RYHOR\DOW\ERQG'DQYLOOHRIÀFHUDQG.
By KENDRA PEEK
The Advocate-Messenger
(%2:-00)/] %4 C
Dogs are man’s best friend
CWSQIXLMRKRSSRIORS[W
better than Danville police
SJ½GIV,SFMI(EYKLIVX]
``He stays with me 24/7.
-XVIEPP]IRHWYTFIMRK]SYV
best friend riding in the car
[MXL]SY-X´WRSXPMOI]SYV
household pet.There’s a
much deeper connection
[MXLXLI/ FIGEYWIXLI]´VI
just with you all the time,’ ’
Daugherty said of his partRIV/4IXX]
(EYKLIVX]EREXMZISJ0EYVIP'SYRX]NSMRIH(ERZMPPI
Police Department in 2012.
&IMRKETSPMGISJ½GIVDD[EW
WSQIXLMRK-EP[E]W[ERXIH
XSHS´ ´LIWEMHDD-EP[E]W
ORI[-[ERXIHXSFIE/
SJ½GIVFIJSVI-IZIVIZIR
got hired into law enforcement.’ ’
DD8LI½VWXXMQI/GEQI
EZEMPEFPI-NYQTIHSRMX´ ´
-X[EW3GXSFIV[LIR
Daugherty got his chance.
Not just any dog can
FIGSQIETSPMGI/8LI]
are tested on a variety of
things, one of the biggest
being their prey drive. Petty,
who is almost 3 now, was
E+IVQERFSVR+IVQER
shepherd who had been selected to become a working

HSKF]7SYXLIVR'SEWX/
He spent about six weeks
being trained as a drug-sniffing dog, learning to detect
marijuana, heroin, cocaine,
crack cocaine and methamphetamine. Petty also was
trained to track, adding a bit
more time to his training.
``He’s able to do more
than what we can,’ ’ Daugherty said. ``The way he
WQIPPWCLIWQIPPWMRTEVXW
per million.We’re obviously
not able to detect the odor
like he’s able to.’ ’
``We may get a whiff of
marijuana, or something like
that and that gives us an
in into a vehicle, but when
Petty sniffs a vehicle, he may
smell all the others that we
can’t. He’s able to help us
get that foot in the door to
get that narcotic and get it
off the street.’ ’
Daugherty continues to
train Petty, to ensure the
dog stays sharp on what
LI´WWRMJ½RKERH[SR´XKIX
distracted.
DD7SQIXMQIW-TYXSYX
distractors, like a plastic bag,
so he knows to differentiate
between narcotics and plastic bags. He’s strictly on the
odor of narcotics,’ ’ DaughIVX]WEMHDD-X´WEPPEFSYX[LEX

you can expose your dog to
and make him a better dog.’ ’
Not even other dogs distract Petty, Daugherty said
proudly.
The ability to detect
various types of smells is
something all dogs have,
Daugherty said.
``The best way to explain
WQIPPC[LIR[IKSSZIVXS
someone’s house and they
are cooking a pot roast, we
go in and we smell pot roast.
A dog smells the beef, the
GEFFEKIXLIGEVVSXWCXLI]
differentiate smells,’ ’ he said.
Daugherty spent about a
month training with Petty,
to help facilitate the lifelong
FSRHFIX[IIR/ERH
SJ½GIV
``They like the dog to have
one handler throughout his
career.You become extremely attached,’ ’ Daugherty said.The duo have been
GIVXM½IHF]XLI2EVGSXMGW
Dog Detector Association
ERHEVIVIGIVXM½IH]IEVP]
Petty lives with Daugherty
and his family to facilitate
that bond and has become
TVSXIGXMZISJXLISJ½GIVERH
his family.
That’s also where Petty
``lets loose,’ ’ Daugherty said.

The two spend most of
their shifts in the patrol car
WTIGMEPP]SYX½XXIHJSVXLI
/8LITEXVSPGEVJYRGXMSRWEWEQSFMPISJ½GIJSV
(EYKLIVX]-XLEWEWTIGMEP
system that regulates the
air conditioning and can
override the rear windows,
forcing them down and
turning on two large fans if
the temperature gets too
warm.
8LEROWXSXLI/(IJIRHIV*YRH(EYKLIVX][EWEFPI
XSKIXE½VWXEMHOMXGEPPIH
a Buddy Bag, that prepares
him for almost any emergency with the dog. Petty
also has his own bulletproof
vest and a special vest he
GEVVMIW[LIRJYP½PPMRKLMW
duties as a tracking dog.
Daugherty’s patrol car has
a computer and printer
that enable him to look up
license information and print
tickets.
The car also is equipped
with cameras that kick on
when the lights do.The moment the lights kick on, Petty
goes on alert, too, watching
his handler’s every move
until Daugherty returns.
``You can see his demeanor change when the lights
ERHWMVIRWOMGOSR-X´WPMOI

Stardust from previous
bistro that recently opened downtown. Besides its reputation for excellent cuisine, the big draw was a violinist who
roamed the dining room serenading customers. How typical
SJ.EGOWLIVI¾IGXIHWSXLSYKLXJYPERHGSRWMHIVEXI'EWWMI
was aware she was in love with him, but she wasn’t sure
how to handle it. To her knowledge, Jack was not seeing
anyone else, and although he was affectionate and attentive,
he had never said anything to indicate his feelings to her.
As they settled at the restaurant table that evening, the
excitement of her contest win danced in her mouth. She
TEXMIRXP]LIPHFEGOYRXMP.EGO½RMWLIHKMZMRKXLIMVHMRRIV
selections to the waitress.
Animated, she turned to him. “Jack! You’ll never guess
what….” She stopped short when she caught sight of his
serious determined expression.
±'EWWMI-´ZIKSXWSQIXLMRKXSWE]XS]SY²
Taken by surprise, she waited for him to explain.
“You’ve met Seth Bowens, my boss at the repair shop, haven’t you? Well, he’s retiring, and last month he offered to sell
the business to me at a fair price. We’ve already met with
an attorney, and as of today, the negotiations are complete.”
Breaking into a grin Jack held out his hand. “So,…meet the
new owner of Jack’s Electric Repair Shop”

XSKIXLIVXLI]HMWGYWWIHXLITMXJEPPWERHFIRI½XWSJFIMRKE
business owner.
Once the dishes were cleared away, the waitress placed
folded ivory deserts menus in front of them.
'EWWMIWLSSOLIVLIEH ±-HSR´XXLMRO-GERIEXERSXLIV
FMXI-´PPWOMTHIWWIVXERHSRP]LEZIGSJJIITPIEWI²
She was again on the verge of adding to Jack’s festive mood
by telling him of her contest win, when he interrupted her
F]TMGOMRKYTXLIQIRYERHLSPHMRKMXSYX ±'SQISR'EWWMI8LMWMWEWTIGMEPSGGEWMSR-X´WRSXIZIV]HE]-HIGMHIXS
buy a business. At least look at the menu. Something might
appeal to you.”
He looked so disappointed she had to laugh. Not wanting
to spoil his happy moment, she consented. “Well, maybe
just a little something.”
7LI¾MTTIHSTIRXLIQIRYERHLIVEXXIRXMSR[EWMQQIHMately captured by the large hand printed message inserted in
the center of the page.
8,)74)'-%03*8,)):)2-2+
'EWWMIRS[XLEX-LEZIEWIGYVIJYXYVI[MPP]SY
QEVV]QI#-PSZI]SY.EGO

She could see pride etched in his smile, and quickly took
LMWLERHMRLIV´W±3L.EGO-´QWSLETT]JSV]SY ;LEXE
wonderful opportunity.”

'EWWMIFIGEQIOIIRP]E[EVISJXLIWXVSPPMRKZMSPMRMWX
hovering behind her, and by a stroke of fate he was playing
Stardust.

Her own big news was temporarily put aside as they ordered a bottle of champagne to celebrate his new venture.
All during the meal she listened with interest as he eagerly
detailed plans for updating and expanding the shop, and

She looked over the top of her menu to see Jack anxiously
[EXGLMRKLIVYRWYVISJLIVERW[IV'EWWMIWQMPIH-REPMPXMRK
cascade of sweet notes, …Stardust was about to become
her favorite song. T

he says, `What’s going on,
Dad? What are we doing,’ ’’
Daugherty said with a laugh,
describing the dog that generally lounges in in the back
while the car is in motion.
He and Petty spend a lot of
their time on patrol.
``We generally patrol
through areas and try to be
EWZMWMFPIEW[IGERCXLEXMR
itself deters crime,’ ’ Daugherty said.They pay close
attention to areas where
cars travel frequently, among
other things.
``There’s patterns with
narcotic activity, and sometimes it’s random as well,’ ’ he
WEMH-XYWYEPP]XEOIWXMQIXS
locate the areas of interest
and be able to take action.

``Some people think it’s an
MQQIHMEXIXLMRKCMXXEOIW
time to develop a search
warrant.’ ’
Sometimes, Daugherty
and Petty assist other police
agencies that don’t have
/W;LMPILI´WKIRIVEPP]E
relaxed dog, Petty becomes
focused while working.
DD-J-KSXLMQSYXVMKLXRS[
LI´HWXEVXXV]MRKXS½RH
something to sniff.That’s the
OMRHSJHSKLIMWCLI´WZIV]
meticulous, and he loves
working,’ ’ Daugherty said
SJLMW/TEVXRIVDD,I´WER
awesome dog.
DD-PSZILMQXSHIEXL
What’s better than to have a
dog with you and do the job
you love doing?’’ T
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$GUHDPFRPHVWUXHIRU2IÀFHU1RUPDQ6FKXEHUWDQG5HDJDQ
by Elizabeth A. Tomlin

Reagan was a bit of a rogue
when he was a youngster.
In fact, he was more than a
handful — when you could
get your hands on him.
As a 2-year-old he was
huge — and he hadn’t been
taught anything. Although he
didn’t have a mean bone in
his body, he was a free spirit
and full of himself. Proud, determined, beautiful and hard
to keep inside of a fence.
That’s when he came to
PMZI[MXL3J½GIV2SVQER
Schubert.
Schubert didn’t pick Reagan out. He was away from
home serving with the military when his wife Arlene
spotted an advertisement
for the Percheron-cross
gelding and made a snap
decision to buy him as a Father’s Day gift for Schubert,
just as he was due home.
Arlene planned to wait
until their boys were home
from school to introduce

Reagan to Schubert, but it
didn’t work out that way.
“Actually, Reagan got out
and he was up on the neighbor’s lawn,” Arlene recalls
with a laugh. At that point
they didn’t have time to wait
for the boys, they needed
to round Reagan up and get
him back to his new home.
And so the relationship
began.
“He’s always been kind
of a hard-headed mule,”
Schubert says.“We have a
lot of gates at home that
will attest to the fact that
he does what he wants because of his size. He’ll push
on the gate until it bends or
the chain breaks and then
he and his friends go down
the road.”
“Originally I wanted to use
him to work under harness
in the woods retrieving
½VI[SSH²7GLYFIVXWEMH
“When he was three we
put a saddle on him and

we were able to trail ride
him, but he was very rough
and because of his size he
basically did whatever he
wanted to do.”
Then, as luck would have
it, Schubert met an Amish
man at an auction and they
exchanged horse stories.
Schubert was impressed
with the man and a deal
was made for Reagan to go
with the Amish family and
see if he would work out for
them.
Then 4 years old, Reagan
was put to work plowing in
the spring and haying.
“That seemed to bring him
around,” Schubert says.
Reagan worked out well
under harness and the
Amish man offered to buy
him. But Schubert declined,
deciding to keep the gelding
and hopefully team up with
him to pursue his dream of
becoming a Mounted Police
3J½GIV
“I knew Reagan and I
would make a good team,”
Schubert said.“He’s always
been a gentle giant, but
knew that he could throw
his weight around and
intimidate people… I wasn’t
exactly sure how he would
work out.”
;LIR792=(IPLM´W
University Police Chief
Perri DeFreece heard about
Schubert’s interest, he gave
him his full support.
±%QSYRXIHSJ½GIVMW
much more approachable
and I see the Mounted
Patrol as a great way to
increase communication

with our students and
campus visitors,” DeFreece
explained.“From a law enforcement perspective, the
SJ½GIVERHLMWQSYRXIHEVI
a crime deterrent because
of their increased visibility.
%RSJ½GIVSRLSVWIFEGO
GERGSZIVHMJ½GYPXXIVVEMR
more quickly and easily
GSQTEVIHXSTSPMGISJ½GIVW
in cars, on bicycles or on
foot. Also, it has been shown
XLEXEQSYRXIHSJ½GIVMWEW
effective as 10 to 12 police
SJ½GIVWSRXLIKVSYRHEX
major events.”
So, off Reagan went to
Mounted Patrol school.
±%JXIVXLI½VWXX[SHE]W
of school he started to
½KYVISYX[LEX-[ERXIH
from him and he responded
well,” reports Schubert.“The
instructors nicknamed him
‘The Rock’ because he was
YR¾ETTEFPI,I[SYPHRSX
IZIR¾MRGL[LIR½VIGVEGOers were thrown under him
SV¾EKW[EZIHMRLMWJEGI
During the drill when smoke
was deployed he walked
right into it and was a calmMRKMR¾YIRGISRXLISXLIV
horses. If he could not step
over an obstacle he stepped
on it. He was hit with objects and wasn’t fazed by any
of it.That is when I realized
he had a calling for this job:
Police Horse.”
One of the skills practiced
in Patrol Horse class is gently moving into and dispersing large crowds.
“During the crowd drills
XLIVI[EWEWMQYPEXIH½KLX
in the middle of a crowd
of 30 or more people, who
were screaming and waving

¾EKW²7GLYFIVXWXEXIH
“Reagan went right into the
crowd.They called him ‘The
Rock’ because he’s fearless!”
3J½GIV.SLR&EKHSvitz, a long time friend of
Schubert’s and instructor at
the class, reported on other
skills practiced during the
Patrol Horse Class.
±3J½GIVWEVIXVEMRIH
heavily in things that would
happen out on the street
that the average trail rider
would not come into contact with.”

They called him
‘The Rock’
because
he’s fearless!

Horses were subjected to
LSROMRKLSVRW½VI[SVOW
crowds screaming, smoke
FSQFWERH½VMRKEWXEVXMRK
pistol from the horse’s back.
“Reagan was the star of
the mounted police class!”
Bagdovitz declared.“We
were all incredibly impressed
with his behavior in the situations that we threw at him!
He was fantastic! All of the
instructors were extremely
impressed with him!”
Bagdovitz knew what Reagan’s behavior had been as a
youngster and was amazed
at the difference.“When
[I½REPP]KSXLMQXSXLI

patrol school we found out
what Reagan was made for!”
said Bagdovitz.“We found
Reagan’s life work. It was a
tremendous thing to watch!”
“Overall he is a gentle
giant with a calm demeanor,”
commented Schubert.“He
is just as happy standing in
one spot for over an hour
and being petted or moving
a crowd of rowdy people.
He’s big and beautiful and
when I drive him through
the center of a crowd, people move!”
Schubert says the trend
with police departments is
to go with draft horses for
mounted patrols.“It’s their
size and disposition. Draft
horses are perfectly suited
for police work because of
their traits.”
Reagan will be used to
provide demonstrations
for schools and community organizations showing
how mounted patrols are
able enhance law enforcement efforts. In addition
to patrolling the campus,
Schubert and Reagan will be
used to represent the Delhi
University in the six parades
the village has each year, at
the County Fair and other at
other special events.
2S[]IEVSPH6IEKERLEW
come a long way since his
rambunctious youth, surprising many people and making
Schubert’s dream a reality.
“We are all very proud of
Reagan,” Schubert said.“He
loves to work and show off!”
“That seemed to bring him
around,” Schubert says.T
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Sheriff Chris Farber Re-Election Announcement
-Herkimer County Sheriff
LITTLE FALLS, N.Y. – Herkimer County Sheriff Chris
Farber released the following announcement today as
he seeks a fourth consecutive term as Herkimer
County Sheriff:
Today, I am announcing my
intentions to run again to
represent the great people
of Herkimer County as your

Sheriff. Proudly, you have
trusted me to be Sheriff for
the past 12 years.
I have lived and worked in
Herkimer County all my
life. I was a Town Justice for
more than 20 years and
handled thousands of cases
JVSQZILMGPIERHXVEJ½GZMSlations, to criminal and civil
cases. I have been actively

involved in our community
for more than 30 years and
participate in and donate to
many organizations. I am out
in the community every year
not just election year. I know
the issues and what people
in the whole county are
concerned about.
I have thought of the money
XLI7LIVMJJ ´WSJ½GIWTIRHWEW

if it was coming out of my
own pocket.The following
are some of the ways I have
streamlined and cut cost in
the department since taking
SJ½GI
-Standardized all weapons
and ammunition to make
training safer and making
storing and accountability of
ammunition easier.
-Standardized the vehicles
that we use. These vehicles
EVIQYGLQSVIIJ½GMIRXERH

Retirement doesn’t always mean slow it down
Dawn Marie’s Treasures E-X-P-A-N-D-S into Rome
By Diego Phillips
It’s now more of a continued family affair at the Dawn
1EVMI´W8VIEWYVIWWLSTW½VWX
on West Park Row in Clinton for eight years, and as of
mid June at the Black River
Boulevard Plaza in Rome.
“Our new shop carries
items like the Clinton shop
but with a shabby chic
design,” says owner Dawn
Perta.“We will carry vintage
(furniture, home decor, art
and jewelry), gifts (candles,
cards, soaps, wall art, and
other specialty items), and
gourmet (chocolates, hot
fudge sauce and more).”
Also at the new shop
GYWXSQIVWGER½RHKIRXP]
worn and new name-brand
clothing and accessories for
women, men, and children.
“I grew up going to auctions and estate sales with
my mother, Jane Marie, who
was an antiques dealer for
30 years,” Dawn says.“She
went by her name for her
business and I loved all the
exciting and unique treasures of new and old.”
That love created the two

Dawn Marie’s Treasures
stores, owned by Dawn and
her husband, Alan, both of
New Hartford.
“Alan took an early retirement from pharmaceuticals
and partners with me with
our family business,” Dawn
says.“We look forward to
serving the Rome area as
we do Clinton and surrounding areas.”
Why a shop in Rome? “I
have a large customer base
from the Rome area that
frequents our shop in Clinton,” Dawn says.“I believed
Rome would be a great area
to open a shop like DMT.”
The Rome store hours are
Monday through Saturday,
10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Fridays
until 8 p. m. For more information customers can call
Dawn at 315-796-9099.
Dawn talks about how her
original shop in Clinton, primarily a consignment store,
was a hit from day one. As
time went by, the shop continued to evolve and expand
to meet her customer’s
needs. She plans the same
for the Rome store.

Dawn Marie’s Treasures in
Rome will still handle consignment business. “We will
be taking consignment by
appointment for furniture,
home decor, name-brand
clothing, accessories and
more,” she says.
Dawn says her most popular items sold include a little
bit of everything, from jewelry to pottery, wine glasses,
books, women’s clothing,
scarves, and designer bags.
Current trends in the industry remain ever-evolving
but every treasure seems
XS½RHERI[LSQI±8LMRKW
change all the time, but
everything seems to come
back,” Dawn adds.
She says she always wanted
to expand her familial hospitality to another location.“I
love my shop and customers, so this comes natural to
me,” she says.“I believe that
if you do what you love, it
will succeed.”
Whether in Clinton or
Rome, to the Pertas there is
no place like home.“My husband and I grew up in this
area, our families are here,
and I think this is a beautiful

place to live. The Mohawk
Valley has a lot to offer.”
She offers one more
“Come on down” to the
public:“We look forward
to meeting and making
new customers and friends
in each shop,” Dawn says.
“Look for new treasures
weekly.”
%RHXLIVI´WSRI½REP
shout out to her customers:
“Thank you for supporting
small businesses!” T

cost effective to run.
-Implemented the Live
Scan and Card scan Finger
printing system, by obtaining
a grant which has saved the
county money as well.

-Implemented a new ID and
proximity card system, a
new pistol permit system, a
new civil software system, a
new boat for the county to
Cont. on page 32
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Sheriff cont.
patrol the waters, a duress
system in the county buildings to improve the safety
of the county employees as
well as our visitors.
-Implemented the OperaXMSR7EJI'LMPHMHIRXM½GEXMSR
system.
-Continued training of our
'SVVIGXMSRW3J½GIVW(ITYties and staff.
-Acquired a grant for a new
computerized jail management system.
-RWXEPPIH(VYK(VST&S\MR
7LIVMJJ ´W3J½GIXSVIQSZI
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unwanted prescription drugs
from the streets
%GUYMVIHRI[4VSNIGX0MJI7EZIVXSLIPTOIITSYVQSWX
vulnerable population safe
;SVOIH[MXL*)1%XS
EGUYMVIJYRHMRKXSQEOI
VITEMVWXSXLI'SYRX]½VMRK
range
Most all of the above items
were purchased with grant
JYRHMRK*YVXLIVXLI-(
system housed and operatIHF]XLI,IVOMQIV'SYRX]
7LIVMJJ ´W3J½GILEWFIIR
YWIHXSTVSHYGIWIGYVI-(W
for local police departments
ERHJSVEPP½VI½KLXIVWMRSYV
GSYRX];I´ZI[SVOGPSWIP]

with many of our local law
enforcement agencies to
I\IGYXIKVERXWXLEXQEOI
sense for our county.
As Sheriff, I was one of the
½VWXXSSTTSWIXLI2=7
SAFE Act. I signed on with
XLI2=77LIVMJJ ´W %WWSGMation to join the lawsuit
EKEMRWXXLI2=77%:)
Act. I am currently the 1st.
:MGI4VIWMHIRXSJXLI2=7
Sheriff ’s Association. I was
the 2014 Co Recipient of
the “Champion of Children’s
Award” and I am the Chairman of the Jail Committee
VITVIWIRXMRKXLI2=77LIViff ’s Association.
I have had the honor and
the privilege of being your
Sheriff for the past 12 years.

-LEZII\TIVMIRGIHX[S
QENSV¾SSHWMRSYVGSYRX]
[SVOMRKXSFVMRKXSKIXLIV
law enforcement and services for our residents devastated by these disasters.
-XEOIEFYWMRIWWETTVSEGL
to the issues that face the
7LIVMJJ ´W3J½GIIZIV]HE]-
ORS[XLEXPSRKLSYVWERH
LEVH[SVOTE]SJJMRXLIIRH
and I believe that I am the
only candidate with the real
I\TIVMIRGIXLEXGSYRXW
-LYQFP]EWOJSV]SYVGSRtinued support and request
that you select me, once
again, as your Sheriff.
8LERO]SYEPP
,IVOMQIV'SYRX]7LIVMJJ
'LVMWXSTLIV4*EVFIV

Sheriff Farber sworn in as 1st V.P. of the NYS Sheriffs Association.

6SULQJYLOOHYHWHULQDULDQDQGKLVUHLQGHHUÀQGVXFFHVV
By SPENSER HEAPS
The Daily Herald
746-2+:-00)9XEL %4 
C(V-WEEG&SXX´W[SVOHE]
always starts the same way.
,I[EPOWSYXXLIFEGO
door of his Springville veterinary clinic, collects a few
scoops of feed from a small
garage and goes to feed his
VIMRHIIV7ZIRERH8[MROW
There is also a new mouth
XSJIIHEW8[MROWLEWKMZIR
birth to a small, male calf.
&SXXWEMHXLIVIMRHIIVEVI
his pets and Sven, with his
large set of antlers, is also
the mascot for his veterinary practice -- Mountain
;IWX%RMQEP,SWTMXEP&YX
the reindeer are also a
professional project of his,
as he specializes in reindeer
reproductive services.
±4ISTPIEVIEP[E]W

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$

CALL 315-794-5498

intrigued,’ ’ when he tells
XLIQEFSYXLMW[SVO[MXL
VIMRHIIVVITVSHYGXMSR&SXX
said.
“What drives me is the
comparative medicine; that’s
[LEXQEOIWQ]FVEMRQSZI´ ´
he said.
(YVMRKXLIHE]LI[SVOW
on dogs and cats to pay the
bills, but his interest lies in
solving complicated medical
TVSFPIQW&SXXWEMHLIPSZIW
getting calls from people all
over the world who have
a problem that he might
be able to help solve. He
only signs on to a project
if it is something different
and something that will be
challenging.
``Something that nobody
LEWFIIREFPIXS½KYVISYX-
PSZIXEOMRKSRXLEXGLEPlenge,’ ’ he said.
One of those problems, it
turns out, is the challenge of
VIMRHIIVVITVSHYGXMSR&SXX
I\TPEMRIHXLEXQEPIVIMRHIIV
who haven’t been castrated
are some of the meanest
animals in the world when
they’re in the mating season.
±8LI][MPPOMPP]SY´ ´&SXX
said.
So reindeer owners genIVEPP]OIITSRP]GEWXVEXIH
males, but that means their
JIQEPIWQYWXFIEVXM½GMEPP]
inseminated in order for
their herd to grow. Collecting semen also proves a
challenge, as male reindeer
are incredibly sensitive
XSERIWXLIWME&SXXWEMH
attempts to sedate male
reindeer in the rut almost
EP[E]WOMPPWXLIQ
Once there is success in
collecting reindeer semen,
due to its own biological
QEOIYTMXXIRHWXSFIZIV]
HMJ½GYPXXSJVII^IWLMTERH
thaw, so herds end up being
inbred.That is causing all
sorts of genetic problems

for herds around the world.
Through trial and error,
&SXXLEWHIZIPSTIHETVScess for collection, freezing
and administering reindeer
semen that has produced
consistently successful
results.Today he travels all
SZIVXLI[SVPHEVXM½GMEPP]
inseminating reindeer. He
EPWS[SVOWSRSXLIVERMQEPW
MRGPYHMRKFMKLSVRWLIITIPO
and water buffalo.
&SXXWEMHHLI[EWZIV]
selective in the individuals he
chose. He selected Sven, his
male, because of his uncommonly calm demeanor.
“There’s not a reindeer
XLEX-´ZIIZIVQIXPMOI7ZIR´ ´
&SXXWEMHDD,I´WGSQTPIXIP]
tame. ... He’s a reindeer we
can trust.’ ’
For his female reindeer,
&SXX[ERXIHERMRHMZMHYEP
that would provide a good
challenge for his research
into reindeer reproducXMSRMWWYIW8[MROW[EWER
older reindeer, now 11, who
had a history of late-term
abortions -- meaning a
spontaneous termination of
the fetus, not one induced
intentionally.
&SXXWEMHXLIVI[EWRS
published information
on abortion in reindeer,
IWTIGMEPP]MRVIKEVHXSEPEGO
of progesterone, one of
the hormones necessary to

sustain a pregnancy.
“It really has never been
HIWGVMFIHMRWTIGMIWPMOI
VIMRHIIV´ ´&SXXWEMHDD8LMW
[EWXLI½VWXXMQI-[EW
able to get a reindeer and
actually run these progesterone tests and see where we
were at.’ ’
-JLIGSYPHKIX8[MROWXS
carry to a full term, it would
provide a really challenging
case on which he could
[SVO3XLIVNSFW[SVOMRK
with reindeer who are
having reproduction trouble
would be comparatively
easier.
The efforts paid off, and
8[MROWVIGIRXP]KEZIFMVXL
XSELIEPXL]QEPIGEPJ&SXX
is now in the process of
[VMXMRKYTLMW½RHMRKWWSLI
can publish a paper on it.
;LMPILMW[SVO SRVIMRHIIV
reproduction has become a
valuable part of his busiRIWWXLI[SVOLEWEP[E]W
been about the reward of
meeting a challenge when it
presents itself.
±=SYHSR´XQEOIXLEXQYGL
money, and that’s not at all
[LEXHVMZIWQIXS[SVO
on these projects. It’s doing
WSQIXLMRKXLEX´WHMJ½GYPX´ ´
&SXXWEMH
“There’s a tremendous
amount of self-satisfaction
that comes when you are
successful at something.’ ’ T
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Potato Planting and the Hoe
a wonderful invention
I replied,“No, they don’t
have those kinds of eyes.”
He didn’t quite believe me.
He studied a potato closely
for quite a spell.
He helped me plant a row.
He did his best to turn
each potato so the eyes
were facing upward. He
said they could see better
that way. I gave up telling
him they don’t see. He
commented that the row
looks so straight. I said,“Yes
it does. Now you take this
hoe and see if you can cover some of them with dirt.”
He looked startled. “They
won’t be able to see.”

By: Anthony Bagnick
In Grandpa’s day many potatoes were grown on the farm.
In the fall of bygone years I can remember seeing rows of
freshly dug potatoes on the ground and several burlap bags
full of potatoes waiting to be loaded onto the wagon. After
grandpa passed on dad ceased planting so many potatoes.
When dad went to the great beyond we didn’t grow any
potatoes until I decided several years ago to try my hand at
planting some potatoes for our own use. I wanted to see
if I knew how to plant potatoes like they did in the good ol
days.

A bit annoyed I said,They
don’t see and they don’t
have to see. They start
growing from those eyes. Now cover them.”
He looked confused and said,“They must be dead if you
cover them with dirt. Only dead things get covered up with
dirt and dead things don’t grow.”
I replied,“They have to grow underground. They are not
dead.
He responded,“You are wrong. “When my Uncle Slugg
died he was dead and they covered him with dirt.”
“That is altogether different. Uncle Slugg was not a potato.
Now grab the hoe and start covering the potatoes,” I said.

I did the plowing and harrowing with the tractor. After the
ground was ready I made the rows with a hoe and planted
the tators. I was only planting 30 to 40 lbs of potatoes, so
it was not a big job.. When they emerged from the soil I
cultivated them with a hoe. Later I used the same hoe to
hill them. In the fall I dug them with that hoe. I dug some
each evening after work before it became too dark . Later
I stored them in the basement before winter arrived. It
was a nice hobby for me. They grew well for me and they
tasted so great all winter long. This hobby has continued
right into this spring, but now my hobby is almost getting the
best of me.

I started covering the potatoes with my hoe. When I
looked back he was examining his hoe from one end to the
other end. I asked,“What are you doing?”

8LIWIPEWXJSYVSV½ZI]IEVW-TPERXIHSZIVPFWIEGL
year. Instead of taking it easy I now work harder than
before, but I did graduate from using the hoe to make the
rows. Making rows with a hoe for 300 lbs. of potatoes is
too much work. I invented my own row maker. I took
a two by four and bolted a wide cultivator tooth to the
end of this stick. Then I made a hitch on my ATV to hold
the lower end of the two by four. I use baler twine to tie
the upper end of this two by four to the ATV. With the
cultivator tooth dragging a few inches deep in the ground I
make a perfect furrow for my seed potatoes. My furrow
maker though, is not perfect. It must be untied at the end of
the row and lifted by hand and then lowered and retied as I
start to make a new row. But by golly, it is easier than using
the hoe to make many rows.

I consider the hoe one of my closer friends. I take it for
a walk with me whenever I march out to the garden, which
in my situation is the potato patch. When planting, it is
my buddy when covering the seed potatoes. As you walk
along holding the long hoe handle, you reach down with
the metal end of the hoe to pull the dirt over the potatoes.
When you move loose dirt with the hoe you hear a shussing sound. When you hit rocks you hear a clunk or clank
of various tones. I can’t replicate the sounds in words as
accurately as I do hear the sounds. You got to get your own
hoe and listen to the sounds it makes when cutting through
the soil or whacking into stones. The sounds a hoe makes
are not noises or screeches. The sounds are good country
hoe music that you never hear anywhere else.

You might ask why do I plant so many? My answer is
FIGEYWI-½RHIRNS]QIRXMRTPERXMRKTSXEXSIW0EXIV[LIR
XLI]IQIVKIJVSQXLIHEQTWSMP-½RHIRNS]QIRXMRKMZMRK
them tender loving care as they grow. Finally, harvesting
them is the great reward for all the work.. Sure I hurt and
EGLIEPPSZIV[LIR-[SVO[MXLXLIQFYX[LIR-½REPP]WII
the fruit of my labors it is worth it. If they grow well, I give
many to my sisters, cousins, and some neighbor friends. I
would even give some to you if you lived closer.
This spring a young neighbor boy visited me while I was
planting. I explained to him how the potatoes have eyes,
and that they sprout from those eyes. He asked,“Can
potatoes see?”

He questioned,“Where is the switch? How do you get
it started?” I stood there shaking my head. I realize each
KIRIVEXMSRSRXLMWIEVXL½RHWXLIMV[E]FYX-[SVV]EFSYX
the younger generations.
The hoe is a wonderful invention. It is of simple construction and can be used for many gardening jobs. You can use
it to get the ground ready, then use it to plant, and then use
MXJSVXLI½REPLEVZIWXMRKSJ[LEXIZIVGVSTW]SYTPERXIH

-RQ]4IRRW]PZERME½IPHW-LEZITPIRX]SJWXSRIWXMR]SRIW
bigger ones, and even bigger ones. When you use the hoe
to cover potatoes you must often remove a stone that is
resting near the seed. By catching the stone with the hoe,
you can yank it away from the seed. It depends on just
how you hold the hoe. If you get the corner edge of the
hoe underneath the stone just right, the stone comes out of
the furrow easily. It takes some knack to properly twist the
LSI[MXL]SYV[VMWXWERH¾MGOXLIWXSRIE[E]JVSQXLIWIIH
Sometimes there is a stone in the garden that is bigger
than a soup dish or even larger. If just the top edge of the
stone is showing, which means the stone is on its edge in
the ground, you got troubles. You scrape the hoe over the
stone several times before you realize the stone is on its

edge and it will not budge. You must dig deeper around this
stone to eventually get a good hoe grip on the stone before
you can yank it out.
If you don’t have a hoe, get one. A hoe can reward you
with plenty of exercise to maintain a healthy body. The
aches and pains you might develop when using a hoe are a
free treat. A hoe can also be used even when you are tired
in the garden. You can just stand there leaning and clinging
to the long handle. Let the metal end of the hoe rest on
the ground while you look around at the beauty of your
world. While you are at it give thanks to your maker that
you can still hold and use a hoe. Some people, including
Uncle Slugg, don’t have that privilege.
I hope to write part 2 of this story when the potatoes are
growing and need tender loving care, especially from the
potato bugs. Yes, I will be using my hoe again, many times.
I couldn’t garden without it. I have a feeling my young
neighbor boy will be over to see the potato plants growing.
He could even help me remove those leaf chomping terrible
potato bugs---I think. T
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$100 Contest Winner
You could be the next lucky reader

James Donahue, Whitesboro, is our lucky winner!
Now $100 richer... you
could be next!! See
contest rules on this page
for instructions and this
issue’s clue!

This issue’s reader contest winner helped me
solve a mystery! When
I went to visit James
Donahue at his home to
deliver his $100 winnings, I found out that in
actuallity his wife Jean was
the avid Editor reader
and picked up their latest
copy at Holland Farms
when she went to pick up
a birthday cake. Jean said,
“I hate having my picture
taken, so I made Jim call
in!”This may just explain
why we have yet to
draw a woman winner!!
We get a lot of women
entering our contest, but
it sure seems like the men
are on a winning streak.
We may just know why
now! I told Jean, you can
double your chances of
winning if you both enter.
That sparked her interest
but said, if I win can Jim

be in the photo instead?
Hmmm, camera shyness
prevails!
Jim and Jean both grew
up in Utica, but upon retirement, settled into their
home in Whitesboro.
When I asked them
what their favorite parts
of reading EDITOR were,
they both agreed that the
ads from local restaurants
were among their favorites.“We like seeing what
the local restaurants have
to offer and the articles
about them are nice to
read as well.” said Jim.The
couple agreed that it is
very colorful and pleasant
to sit down with.
Jean also added that the
articles are very intersting
and it is enjoyable to read.
Music to my ears, I must
admit!

This issue’s clue was part
of a sentence found in
the article, Mr. Breakable
written by Joan O. Scharf
and was found on page
22. Joan is one of our
newest writers and has
already received many
accolades from our fans!
More of Joan’s work can
be found inside this issue,
we hope you enjoy!
The new contest clue
can be found in the
promotional advertisement on this page.We
wish you all good luck!
The winner will randomly
be drawn on Wednesday,
July 8th at 4pm and will
be announced in our July
10th issue!
Congratulations, Jim and
Jean Donahue. T

“

Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak; courage is
also what it takes to sit down and listen. ~Winston Churchill

The Villas Sherman Brook and Clare Bridge Clinton
Host New Name Celebration!
Clinton, NY July 1, 2015 If
something seems a little different to you the next time
you are near The Villas Sherman Brook and Clare Bridge
Clinton, don’t be surprised.
Its new name of Brookdale
Clinton Independent and
1IQSV]'EVI[MPPVI¾IGXMXW
connection to the Brookdale
senior living family and the

large network of services it
provides for senior adults.
Not only is The Villas Sherman Brook and Clare Bridge
Clinton changing their name,
so are all other Brookdale
communities across New
York State.
The public is invited to a
special evening of celebrations on Wednesday, July
29th at 6:30 pm.. The event
will include music by The
Floyd Community Band,
great appetizers and beverages and conclude with
½VI[SVOWEXHYWO %XXIRHIIW
will also include residents,
families and friends.
“We are very excited
about this change,” said Kim
Martin, executive director
of The Brookdale Campus.
“Becoming a part of Brookdale shows that we are a
part of something bigger
and that we are engaged
in a nationwide mission to
provide seniors with the
highest quality care, service

and living accommodations.”
Brookdale, headquartered
near Nashville, is the nation’s
largest operator of senior
living services.With approximately 1,150 communities
in 46 states, Brookdale
operates independent living,
assisted living, and dementia-care communities and
continuing care retirement
centers.
±%XE&VSSOHEPIGSQQYnity, you know the people
who work here have a passion for helping seniors and
½RHMRKXLIQWSPYXMSRWXSXLI
needs in their lives,” Martin
continued. “Our associates
have always provided exemplary care for our residents
and that will not change.We
are proud of the care we
have provided in Clinton in
the past and look forward
to continuing to provide and
elevating that level of care
in the future as part of the
Brookdale family.”

To schedule a private tour
or RSVP for the celebration,
please contact Kim Martin at
(315) 853-1224 kmartin @
brookdale.com.!
WHAT: The Villas Sherman Brook and Clare
Bridge Clinton ’s name
change to Brookdale Clinton
Independent Living and
Memory Care Evening
Celebration
WHO: The people who
live and work in the community. Contact Kim Martin,
Campus Executive Director,
please rsvp for evening
events. For a personal tour
and more information,
please contact Kim Martin,
Campus Executive Director.
WHERE: The Villas Sherman Brook 99 Brookside
Drive Clinton, NY 13323
WHEN: Wednesday, July
29th 6:30 pm
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Rainy Day Ride
Dad’s Old Car

You call it a walk
I call it therapy
By Dyann Nashton
Now that we are fully into Summer, there’s
no time like the present to do one of the
easiest and healthy things possible – walking.
6ITSVXEJXIVVITSVXI\TSYRHWXLIFIRI½XW
of this simple activity in the sedentary age in
which we live. Really, it’s nothing new. Even
Hippocrates was quoted, 2,400 years ago, as
saying,“Walking is man’s best medicine.” Not
only is it good for our bodies, but our minds.

By Terry Berkson

For several years, when I
was a kid my father kept
this big old black Buick up
on blocks in the backyard.
He had driven it for a time
but it had a big engine
and used too much gas
to be a cab. There was a
spare tire set into the front
fender and a partition
separating forward and
back compartments. You
could slide the glass open
horizontally if you wanted
to talk to the driver. There
were two round folding
seats next to the partition
wall. The seats and all the
upholstery were made of a
maroon-dyed leather. The
car had actually been a limousine but Dad used it as
a taxi for a while and the
hand-wound trip meter
was still mounted up front.
My gang and I logged many
miles in that car. The guys
would pile into the back
WIEXEW-´H¾MTXLI¾EKSR
the meter down. The
initial charge then was a
quarter. We made a trip
to Canarsie, Brooklyn on
a rainy day when there
was nothing else to do.
The rain beat on the roof
as the meter ticked away.
Bugsy and Roger were
behind me rubbing the fog
off the back window.
“Step on it!” Bugsy yelled,
his eyes bulging. “The cops
are coming!”
“Yeah!” the others
echoed. I whipped the
wheel around and yanked

on the shift stick. We all
made screeching noises as
the rain drummed on the
huge engine hood and the
wide whitewall tires stood
motionless just a half a
foot off the ground. Then
Roger got locked out--no-thrown out, and the rest
of us were inside laughing
as he pressed against the
window like a drowned
rat, his glasses tilted on his
nose, begging for shelter.
Once a year Dad would
let the Buick down and get
it started not without a lot
of trouble. It was always
a group effort. Roger’s father and a couple of other
guys on the block would
help push it out onto the
HVMZI[E] 8LI]´HMR¾EXI
the tires and trickle gas
into the carburetor. There
was always some expense
during the revival and one
time Pie Face Freddie at
the gas station told my
father,“Get rid of that load.
It’s a sinking ship!”
I felt bad for Dad and the
car.
“Just do a temporary
repair on the gas tank,” my
father told Freddie,“so I
can take it for a run.”
8LIRXLIGEV[EW½REPP]
rolling and I was on the
front seat next to Dad as
he went through the gears.
Seeing him happy like this
made me feel older, like I
knew something that he
didn’t. He looked over at
me with his hands gripping
the wheel tightly as the car

surged ahead.
“Feel the power! Can
you?”
“Yeah, Daddy! Let’s go
faster!”
The annual start-ups lasted for several years, each
time my father vowing to
restore and maintain the
big powerful car. Then he
skipped a year and when
LI½REPP]XVMIHXSWXEVX
it there were too many
things wrong and one
rainy day in late winter a
tow truck dragged the old
Buick and all my future
trips to Canarsie out of the
yard but not before the
bumper caught the thick
hedges on the driveway as
though the car knew it was
going to the glue factory.
I stood watching from a
rain splattered window
and thought of being angry
with my father after the
junk man paid him and he
came inside the house all
wet and muddy, but he was
sad too to see the car go
and instead we sipped hot
tea together and ate pieces
of hard rye smeared with
orange marmalade.
Years later I found the
Buick’s trip meter hidden in
a corner of the cellar and
dug it out and wound it up
ERHTYXXLI¾EKHS[RXS
hear the old familiar ticking
and for a moment the
rainy days, the start-ups,
the make believe trips to
Canarsie--and Dad, were
all with me. T

According to Harvard Medical School,
“walking is the poster boy for moderate
exercise.” I’m not a fan of being drenched in
sweat and grimacing in pain. But moderate, I
can do.Walking is as low-maintenance as exercise gets. All you really need is a good pair
of sneakers and clothing appropriate to the
weather.There is no membership required,
expensive equipment to purchase or skills
to learn.The American Heart Association/
American College of Sports Medicine says
that brisk walking for 30 minutes per day
SZIV½ZIHE]WTIV[IIOMWTPIRX]

in the neighborhood. Extra points if you
happen to make that lovely cross hatch
pattern in your lawn when you mow. I
deduct points for lawns let go so long that
the grass’s seedheads sway in tandem like
Baptist church ladies during a hymn. For
the neighbor with shrubs that have been
manicured with tweezers and trees shaped
like perfect giant gum drops, you get the
Simon Cowell sneer because that is simply
just showing off.
Besides how people tend their property,
there is a magic to walking outdoors.While
our lives feel so hurried and complex, there
is beauty in watching one season unfold
until it is time for the next one to start. A
stroll every few days yields new discoveries
each time.

You might want to consider the timing of
your walk. Dawn and dusk and certainly
night time can be tricky. Use your judgement
ERHYWIVI¾IGXMZIGPSXLMRKSVPMKLXWXMGOW-R
my neighborhood, we don’t have sidewalks
and Friday is garbage day, so I time my walks
on these days so I don’t have to maneuver
around garbage trucks. I’ve also got the mail
XVYGOWGLIHYPITIKKIHERH½KYVIMRQ]
neighbors’ work schedules. Now that school
is out, it is a bit more challenging. College
kids are jogging and younger children whiz
by on skateboards.
Many experts recommend exercise buddies who will hold you accountable and help
OIIT]SYQSXMZEXIH8LEX´W½RIJSVWSQI
but, other than my dog, I prefer solitary
walking and tend to choose times of day
when the least amount of my neighbors are
around. A brisk, half hour walk isn’t quite
the same if you stop at every third house
to chat about the weather and how big the
kids have grown.
In fact, walking for me is a form of meditation.Thich Nhat Hanh, an internationally
known, Zen Buddhist monk, wrote that
“Going is important, not arriving.” I like this
philosophy of not overthinking it, or as Nike
says,“Just do it.” The point is to be present
with the steps you are taking and the walk
itself without ruminating on whatever is
going on in your busy life.
While your thoughts may drift to you
grocery list or a family member in crisis,
bringing your mind back to the here and
now is in itself meditation.You do not get
to criticize yourself because your mind
wandered. Criticism isn’t very meditative.
Many experts recommend envisioning your
thoughts coming and going, like a leave
¾SEXMRKHS[REVMZIV8LIVIMWRSXLMRKXS
reprimand in that leaf coming and going. So,
don’t criticize yourself when thoughts come
and go.
Don’t get me wrong, my mind can be all
over the place when I walk. I have become
the ultimate landscaping and lawncare critic

Now this, is just plain showing off!

Sad little nursery annuals stuck near mailboxes become glorious after a few good
rains. It is unusual, I know, but I actually look
forward to acorns.There is one oak tree
on my route and with a smile, I often toss a
few perfect specimens in my pocket.When
I was a child, my father was obsessive about
his lawn. He paid a half cent per acorn I collected. Filling a paper grocery bag with them
made for easier mowing under our backyard
oak. It also provided a softer landing off the
tire swing.
There are other revelations while walking,
XSS3RIHE]RIEVXLIIHKISJE½IPH-
found an amazing owl feather.You learn to
enjoy the smell of fresh mown grass.You feel
offended by the chemical stench of a freshly
sealed driveway.You watch as the mulberries
transform from subtle and anemic looking,
to little amethyst jewels dangling from the
tree like so many earrings.
Being outdoors, in nature can be healing
on many levels. It is said that ecotherapy or
what they call “green therapy” can reduce
depression, stress and anxiety.

Continued on page 37
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“Any fool can criticize, condemn and complain -

and most fools do.”
ANSWERS

— Benjamin Franklin
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North Carolina garden takes inspiration from quilts
property could be realized.
Olmsted is best-known
for designing New York’s
Central Park, but he also

By BETH J. HARPAZ
Associated Press
ASHEVILLE, N.C. (AP) _
It’s not uncommon to see
¾SVEPTEXXIVRWSRUYMPXW&YX
LS[EFSYX¾S[IVWTPERXIH
MREUYMPXTEXXIVR#
8LIUYMPXKEVHIREXXLI
North Carolina Arboretum
in Asheville is designed to
mimic the shapes and colors
JSYRHMRXVEHMXMSREPUYMPX
FPSGOTEXXIVRW8LIUYMPX
theme connects the garden
to the arts and crafts heritage of the Southern Appalachian region, according
to Clara Curtis, director of
design, events and education
at the arboretum.
Asheville is surrounded by
XLI&PYI6MHKI1SYRXEMRW
which are part of the Appalachian mountain range, with
stunning views from many
parts of the arboretum. A
WMKRJSVZMWMXSVWXSXLIUYMPX
KEVHIRI\TPEMRWXLEXUYMPXMRK
in the North Carolina
mountains wasn’t just a hobby, but was a needed skill
well into the 20th century.
Women _ many of them
poor and isolated from
towns and cities _ recycled
scraps of fabric into useful
blankets that also often happened to be beautiful.
The arboretum has been
TPERXMRKEUYMPXKEVHIRJSV
20 years.The garden has 24
small beds divided by walkways. Each bed is landscaped
PMOIEUYMPXWUYEVIMRWTMVIH
by block patterns like log
cabin, double wedding ring,
¾S[IVFEWOIXZEVMEFPIWXEV
or bow tie.
The plantings are done
using design principles
JVSQXIWWIPPEXMSREUYMPXMRK
XIGLRMUYIXLEXYWIWWMQTPI
shapes to create more complex patterns. Each year, one
overall pattern is chosen for
the garden, and it’s tessellatIHF]TPERXMRKHMJJIVIRX¾S[ers at three different times
during the growing season.

Continued from page 35
A University of Essex study
found that walking in nature
reduced depression in 71
percent of participants,
much higher than those
who walked in a shopping
center. For me, the scent of
lilacs blooming or a stand
of tall pines takes me back
to childhood where the
lilacs hosted tea parties for
dolls and the pines recalled
the cool, damp woods of
summer camp.

Early this spring, purple and
yellow pansies and four-leaf
clover were planted in a
triangular pattern inspired
by the traditional rail-fence
UYMPXHIWMKR*SVWYQQIVXLI
UYMPXKEVHIR[MPPYWIHYWX]
miller, baby’s breath and the
polka-dot plant with cosmos
EGGIRXW3RIWUYEVIQIEsures 8-by-8 feet, so the 24
WUYEVIWEPXSKIXLIVEVI
WUYEVIJIIX
To sustain the patterns
across a season, plants
GLSWIRJSVXLIUYMPXKEVHIR
MHIEPP]¾S[IVGSRXMRYSYWP]
with strong colors, without
the need to remove dead
blossoms. Plants that don’t
grow too tall or fast are also
important for maintaining
the look of the pattern.
Weather in the mountains
can be cold in spring with
full sun in summer, so the
plants must also tolerate late
frosts and variable temperatures.
Curtis’ advice for home
gardeners who might want
XSXV]EUYMPXKEVHIRMWXS
TPERXSRIWUYEVISVJSYV
WUYEVIWHMZMHIHF]TEXL[E]W
Taking a walk can be the
most inspiring time of the
day.The activity of walking
alone, no matter where,
indoors or out, in the city or
country, improves creative
thinking. Creativity actually
spikes both while walking
and shortly thereafter. I
know this because a Stanford University report last
year said so. I also know this
because I returned from a
walk right before I sat down
to write this. T

if a larger space is available. She said the plantings
could be in raised beds or
mounted with cut turf edges
EVSYRHXLIWUYEVIW7OIXGL
your design on graph paper
½VWXERHGEPGYPEXIXLIEVIE
SJIEGLWIGXMSRSJXLIUYMPX
block design that you’re
planning to use to help
determine how many plants
you’ll need.
Limit the number of sections or divisions inside the
pattern to no more than
½ZIJSVERWUYEVIJSSX
bed. ``If the pattern is too
MRXVMGEXIMX[MPPFIHMJ½GYPXXS
XVERWPEXIMRXS¾SVEPTPERXings,’ ’ she said.
1EOIWYVIXLIVI´WKSSH
drainage. Select plants that
will have similar watering
needs. Plants that grow no
taller than 12 inches are the
easiest to maintain.
``Color choices,’ ’ Curtis
notes, ``are endless.’ ’
The North Carolina
Arboretum was established
MRF]XLIWXEXIEWER
EJ½PMEXISJXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ
North Carolina. It’s located
SREGVIWMRXLI4MWKEL

Extra points for this
mowing pattern!

National Forest near the
&MPXQSVI)WXEXI[LMGL[EW
landscaped for George
Vanderbilt by Frederick Law
Olmsted. Olmsted wanted
to establish an institution
like the arboretum near the
&MPXQSVIXSTVIWIVZIXLI
land and serve as a place
for research and education,
but he died in 1898, before
that part of his vision for the

designed many other parks
and gardens around the
country. T
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The White Begonia
a bursting boutique in a tiny little city
By Dyann Nashton
When Anne Marie Costello opened The
White Begonia specialty boutique in Sherrill
last October, she started something new
while continuing a rich history in what is
known as The Skinner Block.
The tiny Victorian-looking strip mall is in
the heart of the city.Yes, city. Sherrill is the
least populated city in New York State with
little more than 3,000 residents. But, in the
heart of this little municipality is The White
Begonia with unique items that can’t be
found in the Utica or Syracuse malls, or
even nearby Oneida. From hand-crafted
jewelry to classic clothes with a modern
¾EVIXSHqGSVMXIQWWYVJEGIWERH[EPPWGEPP
out to shoppers. A rustic ladder hung from
the ceiling displays an assortment of lanterns
of different shapes, sizes and colors, lending
to the hometown feel of the place.
Long-time residents have told Costello
that back in the day the 1,000 square foot
space was a pharmacy and hardware store,
complete with a soda fountain. But for
many of the more recent years, it was a gift
shop called Yankee Ltd.When owner, Judy
Wayland-Smith decided to close Yankee Ltd.,
Costello began thinking of her own business
venture.“We still needed something like this
in the area,” she said.
With local consumers in mind, she set out
working on a business plan with SUNY IT,
attending buying shows and looking toward

XLISRP]VIXEMPZIRYI[LIVI¾EX[EVIJVSQ
Sherrill Manufacturing is sold. Sherrill Manufacturing is just down the road, in buildings
that had produced silverware for centuries
as Oneida Limited.“It’s American made and
that’s important to people. And, the inventory is right here in the boutique,” she noted.
Costello is surprised at the distance people
[MPPXVEZIPXSFY]7LIVVMPP1ERYJEGXYVMRK¾EXware noting,“I had a couple visit the other
day that came down from Old Forge just for
Sherrill Manufacturing products.”

The White Begonia is open Tuesdays
through Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and is located at 622 Sherrill Rd. Sherrill, NY.
Visit the boutique’s Facebook page at www.
facebook.com/TWBegonia. T

It is important to Costello to offer a variety
of locally-produced items.Wreaths on the
walls are made by designer and Vernon resident Kathy Snyder.Works of art, no bigger
than postcards, each bearing their own simple sentiment, are hand-painted by Delynn
M. Orton and perched on tiny easels.
Owner, Anne Marie Costello poses in front of the
quaint shop nestled in a historic building in the
heart of Sherrill, NY.
one of her mentors,Wayland-Smith, for
guidance.“She nudged me toward the best
buying shows and helped me discover what
the price point for our area is,” she said.
With that and good old-fashioned common
sense, the business was underway.“When
I look for merchandise to offer in the shop,
I know what the market will bear and I ask
myself,‘Would I buy that? Would I pay that
price for it?’”

Ironically, Costello has come full circle with
LIVRI[FYWMRIWW7LIWEMHWLI½VWXQENSVIH
in retail merchandising in college before
shifting and earning a teaching degree. She
grew up with parents who owned a grocery
store and working with the public was
instilled in her from childhood. Following 10
years as a stay-at-home mom, she decided
to get back to her roots. She did that in a
picturesque little building in a tiny city with
a boutique bursting with special and unusual
items.

8LI;LMXI&IKSRMEMWXLI½VWXERHJSVRS[

Beautiful jewelry is just one of the many items you
will be delighted to find at The White Begonia.

28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

www.accentbrokerage.com
Rebecca Smith - R.E. Broker
Brenda Parker - R.E. Salesperson
Kelly Jackson - R.E. Salesperson
Lorene Prenderville - R.E. Salesperson
James Caiola - R.E. Salesperson

Phone: 315-219-5990 Fax: 315-219-5991
Enjoy the beautiful views
of Hinckley Reservoir
while sitting on your
deck. Adorable 2 bedroom one bath home
with eat-in kitchen, DR,
& LR. 2 car attached garage. This is a must see if you are
looking for a getaway or great place to live.

OPEN HOUSE - THURSDAY, JUNE 25 5:00-6:30PM
REDUCED
1581 State Route
28, Mohawk
If you’re looking for a
nice country home
with 48 acres close
to town, this is one to look at! Features 4BRs, 2 full baths,
LR with 2 sliding doors to deck/backyard, kitchen with
woodstove, sunroom, formal DR, 1st floor laundry. Top it off
with a 2 car attached garage & outbuildings. Would make nice
small farm.

JUST LISTED 26-28 Hancock St, Little Falls

JUST LISTED 599 John St, Little Falls

OPEN HOUSE - SATURDAY, JUNE 20TH
NOON TO 1:30PM
11725 State Route 365, Remsen

Two family home
with great big
apartments and
good
rents.
Tenants pay heat
and electric and
owner pays water.
Plus parking and
a yard.

179 Church St, Little Falls

6 units plus storage. All apartments
are one bedroom
one bath. Landlord
pays utilities. Make
an
investment,
plenty of parking,
2 driveways.

2-4 W Main St, Mohawk

Nice 2 family home.
Live in one and rent
the other or use for
an investment. These
apartments are 2 BRs,
each with LR, DR, &
kitchen. Tenants pay
electric and heat. One
½ car detached garage.
Parking and yard in the City of Little Falls, come take a look! inside to give the spaces a city feel.

Commercial building with NYC style.
This 2 story brick
building has 2
store fronts, one 2
BR apartment, and
1 unit used for
storage. The brick
has been exposed
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